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Introduction

Handbag vs. nucleon (s- and u-channel) and meson (t-channel) resonances?

Baryon spectroscopy from three-body Faddeev equation
 GE, Alkofer, Krassnigg, Nicmorus,  PRL 104 (2010)

Tetraquark interpretation for 𝜎 meson
Heupel, GE, Fischer,  PLB 718 (2012)

Compton scattering
GE, Fischer,  PRD 85 (2012)  &  PRD 87 (2013)

Elastic & transition form factors for 𝑁 and 𝛥
 GE, PRD 84 (2011);    GE, Fischer,  EPJ A48 (2012);     GE, Nicmorus,  PRD 85 (2012);    . . .                                                                                                Sanchis-Alepuz, Williams, Alkofer,  1302.6048

Electromagnetic gauge invariance at the quark-gluon level?

Models and phenomenology 35
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FIG. 35 The light hadron spectrum of QCD. Horizontal
lines and bands are the experimental values with their decay
widths. The lattice results are shown by solid circles. Vertical
error bars represent the combined statistical and systematic
error estimates. π, K, and Ξ masses input quantities.

The idea is to link, via the analytic properties, the
perturbative domain of QCD, where calculations can be
done exactly, and the non-perturbative domain, which
can be described in terms of a few basic constants. These
can be adjusted forming a few physical quantities, which
can be used to calculate other quantities.

i. Lattice QCD Here, QCD is reformulated as a field the-
ory in a discretized phase-space and solved using very
astute and powerful techniques which require, however,
expensive computing means. In the domain of hadron
spectroscopy, the best-known applications of lattice QCD
are those dealing with glueballs and hybrid mesons, and
also scalar mesons, but recently the physics of baryons
has also been studied. Figure 35 shows the remark-
able achievements of lattice QCD. Pion masses down to
190MeV were used to extrapolate to the physical point
and lattice sizes of up to 6 fm (Dürr et al., 2008).

Lattice techniques have also been applied to single-
charm baryons (Lewis et al., 2001) and even to double-
charm baryons (Brambilla et al., 2004; Flynn et al.,
2003).

C. Phenomenology of ground-state baryons

1. Missing states

Almost all ground-state baryons containing light or
strange quarks and at most one heavy quark are now
identified. Still missing are the isospin partners Σ0

b and
Ξ0
b and the spin excitations (S = 3/2) of the recently

discovered Ξb and Ωb.
The existence of Ξ+

cc(3519) is uncertain. Its predicted
mass (Fleck and Richard, 1989; Körner et al., 1994) is
about 100MeV larger and recent calculations give even
larger mass values. As compared to a naive equal-spacing
for p(940), Λ+

c (2286) and Ξcc, the first correction is that
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FIG. 36 Comparison of the excitation energy single-charm
and single-beauty baryons above the Λc (Λb mass. The
quantum numbers are deduced from the quark model (Wohl,
2008a). For the Ωb both DØ (top) and CDF (bottom) results
ares shown as dotted lines.

Ξcc is shifted down by the heavy–heavy interaction in the
chromoelectric sector, see Eq. (26). However, both p and
Λc are shifted down by the favorable chromomagnetic
interaction among light quarks.

As the (bc̄) meson has been observed, one should be
able to detect (bcq) baryons with charm and beauty, with
two S = 1/2 states in the ground state, and one S =
3/2 state. Next will come the double-beauty sector, and
ultimately, baryons with three heavy quarks.

2. Regularities

The masses exhibit a smooth behavior in flavor space,
which is compatible with the expectation based on po-
tential models incorporating flavor independence. More-
over, “heavy quark symmetry implies that all of the mass
splittings are independent of the heavy quark flavor”,
to quote (Isgur and Wise, 1991). A comparison is made
on Fig. 36 of the known single-charm and single-beauty
baryons. The comparison suffers from the small number
of beauty baryons but it is clearly seen that the cost of
single-strangeness excitation ΞQ − ΛQ is very similar for
Q = c and Q = b.

For the double-strangeness excitations, the Ωb(6165)0

of DØ is problematic. Most models predict Ωb with
mass of about 6050MeV, 110–120MeV lower than the
observed mass. The measurement by CDF, 6054MeV, is
in better agreement with the expectations.

3. Hyperfine splittings

The hyperfine splitting is also varying smoothly from
one configuration to another. Again, this is compati-

QCD’s Green functions  ⟷   “Dyson-Schwinger approach”:
Nonperturbative, covariant, low and high energies, light and heavy quarks. But: truncations!

Goal: compute nucleon’s Compton scattering amplitude 
(and other things) from quark-gluon substructure in QCD.

Tensor decomposition for (on- and offshell) fermion two-photon vertex?

Quark core vs. pion cloud?  
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Dyson-Schwinger approach

QCD Lagrangian:
quarks, gluons (+ ghosts)

Quark propagator:

Gluon propagator:

Quark-gluon vertex:

Gluon self-
interactions,
ghosts, . . . 
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QCD & hadron properties are encoded in QCD’s Green functions.
Their quantum equations of motion are the Dyson-Schwinger equations (DSEs):

a
µνFµν

aF4
1−)x(ψ)M−A/g+∂/i) (x(ψ̄=L

Dyson-Schwinger equations
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a
µνFµν

aF4
1−)x(ψ)M−A/g+∂/i) (x(ψ̄=L

Dyson-Schwinger equations

Truncation ⇒ closed system, solveable.
Ansätze for Green functions that are 
not solved (based on pQCD, lattice, FRG, ...)

Applications: 
Origin of confinement, 
QCD phase diagram,
Hadron physics
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Dynamical quark mass
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Fischer, J. Phys. G 32 (2006)

If (gluon propagator × quark-gluon vertex)
is strong enough (                ):critα > α

Dynamical chiral symmetry breaking:
generates “constituent-quark masses”

Already visible in simpler models 
(NJL, Munczek-Nemirovsky)

Mass generation for light hadrons

Realized in quark Dyson-Schwinger eq:

-1 = -1 +

momentum-dependent quark mass 𝑀(𝑝�) 
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Hadrons: poles in Green functions

Quark four-point function:

Quark-antiquark vertices: (Currents:                   )

Bethe-Salpeter WF: 

Decay constant:
〉H|µJ|0〈

𝑃�           −𝑚�

2.2 Hadrons, poles and decay constants 41

2.2 Hadrons, poles and decay constants

We have mentioned the implications of various symmetry relations for hadrons, but we
have not yet developed the tools to actually extract hadron properties from QCD. In
principle, hadrons are contained in the state space of QCD. A self-adjoint Hamiltonian
has a complete set of orthogonal eigenstates which we will call |λ〉; they carry momenta p
plus further quantum numbers that reflect the symmetries of QCD (angular momentum,
parity, flavor, etc.). Their completeness relation is

1 =
∑

λ

1

(2π)3

∫
d4p θ(p0) δ(p2 − m2

λ) |λ〉〈λ| =
∑

λ

1

(2π)3

∫
d3p

2Ep
|λ〉〈λ| , (2.70)

where the Lorentz-invariant integral weight implements the condition that each hadron
is on its mass shell (p2 = m2

λ, or E2
p = p2 + m2

λ). You might understandably feel a
bit uncomfortable with all this: in principle, the state space can contain (unphysical)
colored states, colorless ’one-particle’ bound states like mesons and baryons, but also
glueballs, multiquark and multi-hadron states – also the C14 nucleus should be some-
where buried in the QCD state space. We will only be interested in qq̄ and qqq color
singlets, but whenever you encounter a sum over λ, keep in mind that the actual Fock
space of QCD is enormous.

Hadrons generate poles. A useful way to extract hadron properties, which is also
closely related to the experimental situation, is based on the fact that hadrons produce
poles in QCD’s Green functions, and hence in scattering amplitudes and cross sections.
The starting point is the Källén-Lehmann spectral representation which is usually de-
rived for the propagator of a theory. Inserting the completeness relation (2.70) between
the two field operators that appear in the propagator’s time-ordered vacuum expecta-
tion value yields a single-particle pole at p2 = m2

λ, and in principle also a multi-particle
continuum with branch cuts that start at p2 = 4m2

λ and extend to infinity. This prop-
erty will, however, not hold in QCD because such states would carry color. Since quarks
transform under the fundamental triplet representation of SU(3)C , a single quark field
operator cannot create colorless states, and one has to make sure somehow that those
are indeed absent from the physical state space. In fact, the absence of a Källén-
Lehmann representation can be used as a criterion for confinement: the elementary
quark and gluon propagators should not have timelike particle poles.

On the other hand, bound states are color singlets and can appear as poles in higher
n−point functions, which allows us to derive a spectral representation for those. Take
for example the quark four-point function

Gαβγδ(x1, x2, x3, x4) = 〈0|Tψα(x1) ψβ(x2) ψγ(x3) ψδ(x4)|0〉 . (2.71)

Inserting a complete set of states will produce bound-state poles because a composite
operator ψψ can produce color singlet quantum numbers (3 ⊗ 3̄ = 1 ⊕ 8). Instead of
working with the four-point function directly, we can simplify the problem by setting
x1 = x2 and x3 = x4 and contracting the resulting quark pairs with Dirac and flavor
matrices ta Γβα Γ′

δγ tb from Eq. (2.12). Then we obtain current correlators of the form

〈0|TPa(x)Pb(y)|0〉 , 〈0|TV µ
a (x) V ν

b (y)|0〉 , 〈0|TAµ
a(x) Aν

b (y)|0〉 , etc. (2.72)

〉0|)4x(ψ̄)3x(ψ)2x(ψ̄)1x(ψT|0〈

Current correlators:

𝑃�           −𝑚�

〉0|)y(νJ)x(µJT|0〈

〉0|)2x(ψ̄)1x(ψ)x(µJT|0〈

〉H|)2x(ψ̄)1x(T ψ|0〈) =2, x1x(χ

Quark six-point function:
Faddeev WF

𝑃�           −𝑚�

〉H|)2x(ψ̄)1x(T ψ|0〈) =2, x1x(χ

〉H|)2x(ψ̄)1x(T ψ|0〈) =2, x1x(χ

Quark-photon vertex
has 𝜌-meson poles:
‘vector-meson dominance’
  

ψµΓψ̄=µJ

𝜒𝜒𝐺

𝜒𝜒𝐺

𝜒 𝜒𝐺

𝜒 𝜒𝐺
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Bethe-Salpeter equations

Inhomogeneous BSE
for quark four-point function: Analogy: geometric series

What’s the kernel K?

Homogeneous BSE 
for bound-state wave function:

Inhomogeneous BSE 
for quark-antiquark vertices:

𝐺 𝐾 𝐺

𝜒 𝜒𝐾

x−1
1) =x(f⇒)x(xf) = 1 +x(f

. . .+2x+x) = 1 +x(f1<|x| ⇒

𝐾

Related to Green functions
via symmetries: CVC, PCAC 
⟹  vector, axialvector WTIs

Relate K with quark propagator
and quark-gluon vertex

=

+

+

=

=
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Structure of the kernel

Rainbow-ladder: tree-level vertex + effective coupling �  DCSB, CVC, PCAC

⍨  No pion cloud, 
    no flavor dependence, 
    no 𝑈�(1) anomaly, no 
    dynamical decay widths

Ansatz for effective coupling:

Adjust infrared scale 𝛬 to 
physical observable, 
keep width 𝜂 as parameter

12

A. Fermion-photon vertex

We start with a discussion of the fermion-photon ver-
tex as it provides the template for the two-photon case.
It satisfies the Ward-Takahashi identity

Qµ Γµ(k, Q) = S−1(k+) − S−1(k−) , (70)

where Q is the photon momentum, k is the relative mo-
mentum of the quark, and k± = k ± Q/2 are the quark
momenta. The inverse dressed quark propagator reads

S−1(k) = i/k A(k2) + B(k2) , (71)

and the renormalization-point independent mass func-
tion of the fermion is given by M(k2) = B(k2)/A(k2).
Eq. (70) is solved by the Ball-Chiu vertex [52]

Γµ
BC(k, Q) = iγµ ΣA + 2kµ(i/k ∆A + ∆B), (72)

where the functions

ΣA(k, Q) :=
A(k2

+) + A(k2
−)

2
,

∆A(k, Q) :=
A(k2

+) − A(k2
−)

k2
+ − k2

−
,

∆B(k, Q) :=
B(k2

+) − B(k2
−)

k2
+ − k2

−

(73)

are completely determined by the dressed fermion prop-
agator and free of kinematic singularities.

The full vertex is then the sum of the Ball-Chiu part
and a transverse piece that is not constrained by the
WTI:

Γµ(k, Q) = Γµ
BC(k, Q) + Γµ

T(k, Q) . (74)

Γµ
T consists of eight independent tensor structures. An-

alyticity at vanishing photon momentum requires Γµ
T to

vanish in the limit Qµ = 0, either via appropriate mo-
mentum dependencies of the basis elements, vanishing
dressing functions, or kinematic relations between the
dressing functions in that limit. In order to find eight
kinematically independent dressing functions, we want
to express Γµ

T in a basis that is free of kinematic singu-
larities and ’minimal’ with respect to its powers in the
photon momentum. Since the construction of the two-
photon vertex is closely related to the one-photon case,
we illustrate the problem here in detail.

The general fermion-photon vertex with quantum
numbers JPC = 1−− vertex consists of 12 tensor struc-
tures which can be chosen as

(+) γµ

(−) [γµ, /k]

(+) [γµ, /Q]

(+) [γµ, /k, /Q]

(+) kµ

(+) kµ/k

(−) kµ /Q

(+) kµ[/k, /Q]

(−) Qµ

(−) Qµ/k

(+) Qµ /Q

(−) Qµ[/k, /Q].

(75)

To ensure definite charge-conjugation symmetry (indi-
cated by the signs in the brackets) we have used the

commutator for the product of two γ matrices and the
totally antisymmetric combination

[A, B, C] := [A, B] C + [B, C] A + [C, A] B (76)

for three γ matrices. If the odd basis tensors are multi-
plied with a factor k · Q, the full vertex satisfies

Γµ(k, Q) = C Γµ(−k,−Q)TCT = −Γµ(k,−Q) (77)

with scalar dressing functions that are even in k · Q.
The transverse part of the vertex consists of eight

tensor structures that are constructed from Eq. (75).
The two elements [γµ, /Q] and [γµ, /k, /Q] are transverse by
themselves. In principle one could apply the transverse
projector

Tµν
Q = δµν − QµQν

Q2
(78)

to the remaining elements from the first two columns of
Eq. (75) to obtain the basis decomposition

−iΓµ
T = g1γ

µ
T + g2 k ·Q i

2 [γµ
T , /k]

+ g3
i
2 [γµ, /Q] + g4

1
6 [γµ, /k, /Q]

+ kµ
T

(
ig5 + g6 /k + g7 k ·Q /Q + g8

i
2 [/k, /Q]

)
,

(79)

where

γµ
T = Tµν

Q γν , kµ
T = Tµν

Q kν . (80)

We have attached prefactors so that the scalar dressing
functions gi(k

2, k · Q, Q2) are even in k · Q and real for
k2 > 0, Q2 ∈ R. However, since the projector (78) con-
tains a kinematic singularity at Q2 → 0, the resulting
dressing functions are kinematically dependent: the four
combinations

g1 + (k · Q)2g7 , g2 − g8 , g5 , g6 (81)

must vanish with Q2 for Q2 → 0. Instead of the pro-
jector (78) one could equally apply Q2 Tµν

Q which has
no kinematic singularity; unfortunately this overcompen-
sates the problem since g1, g2, g7, g8 do not need to vanish
individually when Q2 goes to zero.

A basis decomposition where all dressing functions are
truly kinematically independent is given by [53–55]

−iΓµ
T = f1 Q2 γµ

T + f2 k ·Q Q2 i
2 [γµ

T , /k]

+ f3
i
2 [γµ, /Q] + f4

1
6 [γµ, /k, /Q]

+ if5 Q2 kµ
T + f6 Q2 kµ

T /k

+ f7 k ·Q (k ·Q γµ − kµ /Q)

+ f8
i
2 [k ·Q γµ − kµ /Q, /k].

(82)

It satisfies the requirements of Eq. (81) since

f1 Q2 = g1 + (k · Q)2g7 ,

f2 Q2 = g2 − g8 ,

f3 = g3 ,

f4 = g4 ,

f5 Q2 = g5 ,

f6 Q2 = g6 ,

−f7 = g7 ,

f8 = g8 .

(83)

𝐾 𝛼 (𝑘  )2=
𝛼 (𝑘  )2

-1 -1 +

Maris,  Roberts, Tandy,  PRC 56 (1997), PRC 60 (1999)

𝛼 (𝑘  ) = 𝛼���        , 𝜂� + 𝛼��(𝑘²)  2 𝑘²
𝛬²
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   [ ]
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Pion cloud:
need infinite summation 
of t-channel gluons

mass generation
Goldstone theorem,
massless pion in 𝜒L
em. current conservation
Goldberger-Treiman

𝛥𝑁
, etc.

⇒
⇒
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Pseudoscalar & vector mesons:
rainbow-ladder is good.
Masses, form factors, decays,
𝜋𝜋 scattering lengths, PDFs 

Mesons

200
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𝑚� [𝑀𝑒𝑉]

Pion is Goldstone boson, 
satisfies GMOR:  𝑚�� ~ 𝑚�

Need to go beyond rainbow-ladder for 
excited, scalar, axialvector mesons, 𝜂-𝜂’, etc.

Heavy mesons 
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Maris, Roberts, Tandy,  PRC 56 (1997), PRC 60 (1999); 
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uuu uud ddu ddd uus uds dds ssu ssd sss

S ∆++ ∆+ ∆0 ∆− Σ+ Σ0 Σ− Ξ0 Ξ− Ω−

D1 p n Σ+ Σ0 Σ− Ξ0 Ξ−

D2 Λ0

A Λ0

Table 2.3: SU(3)F flavor wave functions for baryons.

symmetric (from SS ′ or AA′) or antisymmetric (from SA). From two doublets one
can construct singlets and another doublet. Here are all the possible combinations:

S ′′ : D · D′ := aa′ + ss′ , SS ′ , AA′ ,

A′′ : D ×D′ := as′ − sa′ , SA , (2.87)

D′′ : D ∗ D′ :=

(
as′ + sa′

aa′ − ss′

)
, SD , A×D := A

(
s
−a

)
.

Here we have simply defined the operations × and ∗ to fit our purposes. You can verify
the validity of this equation by using the transformation properties of Eq. (2.86). The
M matrices are real and orthogonal, so that for example D · D′ is invariant under any
of the permutations in Eq. (2.86), hence it must be a symmetric singlet.

Flavor wave functions for baryons. [See also Edwards et al, 2011] Now, if we want
to construct the flavor wave function for a baryon with flavor content uud (such as the
proton or the ∆+), we take φ1 = φ2 = u and φ3 = d. From Eqs. (??)–(??) we get

S(uud) = 2 (uud + udu + duu) ,

D1(uud) = 2

(
udu − duu

− 1√
3
(udu + duu − 2uud)

)
(2.88)

and D2(uud) = A(uud) = 0. Apart from overall normalization, S(uud) is the flavor
wave function of the ∆+ and D1(uud) is that of the proton. Had we started from ddu
instead of uud, we would have obtained the wave functions for the ∆0 and the neutron
(replace u ↔ d in the equation above). The combination uuu returns only a singlet
(∆++), and from uds we get everything: S, A and two doublets. If we take all 10
combinations with different flavor content into account (uuu, ddd, sss, uud, uus, ddu,
dds, ssu, ssd, uds), the permutation group gives us

• ten symmetric singlets, which form the flavor decuplet with ∆, Σ, Ξ and Ω,

• eight doublets that form the flavor octet, including proton, neutron, Σ, Ξ and Λ,

• and one antisymmetric singlet from uds, the flavor singlet for Λ.

This is just what Eq. (??) says; the result is collected in Table ??. Including charm as
a fourth flavor, we can immediately extend the construction to SU(4)F which would
give us 20 symmetric singlets, 20 doublets and 4 antisymmetric singlets:

4 ⊗ 4 ⊗ 4 = 20S ⊕ 20MA
⊕ 20MS

⊕ 4A . (2.89)
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M I S 1
2

+ 3
2

+ 5
2

+ 1
2

− 3
2

− 5
2

−

8 1
2

0 N(0.94) N (1.72) N (1.68) N (1.54) N (1.52) N (1.68)

N (1.44) N (1.90) N (1.65) N (1.70)

N (1.71) N (1.88)

10 3
2

0 ∆ (1.91) ∆(1.23) ∆(1.91) ∆(1.62) ∆(1.70) ∆(1.93)

∆ (1.60)

∆ (1.92)

8 0 −1 Λ(1.12) Λ (1.89) Λ(1.82) Λ(1.67) Λ(1.69) Λ(1.83)

Λ (1.60) Λ(2.11) Λ(1.80)

1 0 −1 Λ (1.81) Λ(1.41) Λ(1.52)

8 1 −1 Σ(1.19) Σ(1.92) Σ(1.75) Σ(1.67) Σ(1.78)

Σ (1.66)

10 1 −1 Σ(1.39) Σ(1.94)

8 1
2

−2 Ξ(1.31) Ξ (1.69) Ξ (1.82)

10 1
2

−2 Ξ (1.53)

10 0 −3 Ω(1.67)

Table 2.2: SU(3)F classification of known baryons in terms of JP , isospin I and strangeness
S. Only well-established states (three and four-star resonances, PDG 2012) are included, with
masses in GeV. The table includes both ground states and excitations. Similarly to the singlet-
octet mixing in the meson sector, baryons with same I and S quantum numbers can mix among
the multiplets. In these cases, the assignment above is based on quark-model expectations. The
bold entries show the s−wave ground states according to the quark model.

the fundamental triplet representation of SU(3). Product representations can again be
arranged in irreducible SU(3) representations, and also into irreducible representations
of the permutation group SN . For example, this yields for a baryon:

3 ⊗ 3 ⊗ 3 = 10S ⊕ 8MA
⊕ 8MS

⊕ 1A . (2.80)

Can be constructed according to the ..., Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. For SU(3)C only
the antisymmetric singlet is allowed since baryons are colorless. For SU(3)F , which we
are interested in here, all combinations can (and do) appear.

Permutation group. Cheng-Li p.105 for reason why this works. Suppose u, d and s
denote the three flavor vectors that transform under the fundamental representation of
SU(3). Combining three of them gives us in total 3× 3× 3 = 27 possible combinations
which can be arranged according to the permutation group S3. To this end, let us
introduce the vector φi which can stand for any member of the set {u, d, s}. Without
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Figure 2.1: SU(3)F meson singlet and octet; baryon singlet, octet and decuplet.

Green functions and Poincaré transformations. Should I include something
here? How do fields, states and GFs transform?

Bound-state poles and hadron wave functions. Hadrons defined as poles in
Green functions. Must carry the quantum numbers of the currents. Meson wave func-
tions as quark-antiquark bound states will have the same form as the currents (flavor-
octet, flavor-singlet). (Connection between fundamental and product representations
of SU(3)F ?)

Baryons: analogous, produced by baryon currents. Observable: gauge-invariant
currents, quark fields at same space-time point (or connected by link!). Baryon wave
functions from three-quark currents, invariant under color and flavor transformations,
tensor products (Cheng-Li 104, commute with permutation group).

Hadronic current matrix elements. In analogy to Eq. (??), define the Green
function

(GJ)a,αβγδ(x, x1, x2, x3, x4) := 〈0|T Ja(x) ψα(x1) ψβ(x2) ψγ(x3) ψδ(x4) |0〉 . (2.66)

If we work out all possible time orderings, retain the s−channel contribution and insert
two complete sets of states before and after the interaction with the current, we should
eventually find

(GJ)a,αβγδ(q, q
′, p, p′)

∣∣∣
s channel

=
∑

λλ′

iχb
αβ(q, p)

p2 − m2
λ + iε

〈λb| Ja(0) |λ′
c〉

iχc
δγ(q

′,−p′)

p′2 − m2
λ′ + iε

,

(2.67)
so that the residue at each bound-state pole is proportional to the hadron’s current.
Can also describe transition currents from one meson (λb) to another (λ′

c).

2.6 Hadron spectrum

So far we have only investigated the flavor structure of the QCD Lagrangian and its
group-theoretical implications for the physical spectrum. In principle we should be
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ishes at k2 = 0. The first term supplies the necessary in-
frared strength and is characterized by two parameters:
an infrared scale Λ and a dimensionless width parameter
η, cf. Fig. 3.

In combination with the interaction of Eq. (9), the RL
truncation has been extensively used in Dyson-Schwinger
studies of hadrons. Upon setting the scale Λ = 0.72 GeV
to reproduce the experimental pion decay constant, RL
provides a reasonable description of pseudoscalar-meson,
vector-meson, nucleon and ∆ ground-state properties, see
e.g. [60–63] and references therein. Moreover, these ob-
servables have turned out to be largely insensitive to the
shape of the coupling in the infrared [59, 62]; i.e., to a
variation of the parameter η around the value η ≈ 1.8.

Progress has also been made for other meson quan-
tum numbers such as axial-vector and pseudoscalar isos-
inglet mesons whose properties are subject to substan-
tial corrections beyond rainbow-ladder [64–70]. However,
such analyses typically require a significant amplification
of numerical effort which is not yet feasible for stud-
ies in the baryon sector. Important attractive contribu-
tions beyond RL come from a pseudoscalar meson-cloud
which augments the ’quark core’ of dynamically gener-
ated hadron observables in the chiral regime and van-
ishes with increasing current-quark mass. Such effects
are missing in a RL truncation. Thus, the present work
aims at investigating the electromagnetic form factors of
the nucleon’s quark core.

We note that through Eq. (9) all parameters of the
interaction α(k2), and thereby all equations that appear
in subsequent sections, are fixed by using information
from pion properties only.

B. Nucleon amplitude

Upon having determined the input of the covariant
Faddeev equation through Eqs. (6–9) one can proceed
with its solution. First results for the nucleon’s mass
and bound-state amplitude were reported in Ref. [33, 34].
While the mass can be reliably determined with rela-
tively modest numerical accuracy, the form-factor com-
putation requires a significantly higher resolution of the
Faddeev amplitude, especially at larger photon momen-
tum transfer. In the present work we use a solution tech-
nique that exploits the permutation-group properties of
the amplitude. This enables us to drastically reduce the
involved CPU times and solve the Faddeev equation with
its full momentum dependence. The method is described
in App. C.

The structure of the nucleon amplitude, together with
its basis decomposition and permutation-group proper-
ties, is discussed in detail in App. B. In the following we
will highlight some key aspects. The spin-flavor structure
of the on-shell nucleon amplitude can be expressed as

Ψ = Ψ · F =
2∑

n=1

Ψn Fn , (10)

where the Dirac amplitude Ψ and the isospin-1/2 flavor
tensor F of Eq. (B2) transform as doublets under the
permutation group S3, with mixed-antisymmetric entries
Ψ1, F1 and mixed-symmetric components Ψ2, F2, respec-
tively. The structure of Eq. (10) ensures the Pauli princi-
ple: the nucleon amplitude involving its full spin-flavor-
color structure must be antisymmetric under quark ex-
change, hence its spin-flavor part has to be symmetric.
The spinor parts Ψn involve 64 covariant, orthogonal and
momentum-dependent Dirac structures Xk,ijω,

Ψn(p, q, P ) =
∑

kijω

fn,kijω Xk,ijω , (11)

which are discussed in detail in App. B 2. The ampli-
tude dressing functions fn,kijω depend on the 5 Lorentz-
invariant momentum variables

p2 , q2 , z0 = p̂T · q̂T , z1 = p̂ · P̂ , z2 = q̂ · P̂ , (12)

where a hat denotes a normalized 4-vector and the sub-
script ’T ’ a transverse projection with respect to the nu-
cleon momentum P . The total momentum-squared is
fixed: P 2 = −M2.

The orthogonal basis elements Xk,ijω are eigenstates
of total quark spin and orbital angular momentum in
the nucleon’s rest frame; the corresponding partial-wave
decomposition is explained in App. B 3. The rest-frame
nucleon amplitude is dominated by s−wave components,
i.e. by the subset of eight relative-momentum indepen-
dent basis elements which carry total quark spin s = 1/2
and orbital angular momentum l = 0. We denote them
here by

S± := X1,11± = Λ±γ5C ⊗ Λ+ ,

V± := X1,21± = 1√
3

γα
T Λ±γ5C ⊗ γα

T Λ+ ,

P± := X2,11± = (γ5 ⊗ γ5) S± ,

A± := X2,21± = (γ5 ⊗ γ5)V± ,

(13)

where the γ−matrices γα
T are transverse with respect to

the nucleon momentum P . The remaining basis elements
are either p− or d−waves. Table I shows the s−, p− and
d− wave contributions to the nucleon’s canonical normal-
ization integral (23) at different current-quark masses.
The s−wave elements contribute roughly 2/3 to the norm
and the p−waves the remaining third. The p−wave con-
tribution decreases, albeit very slowly, with higher quark
mass which signals a substantial amount of orbital an-
gular momentum in the nucleon’s rest-frame amplitude
well beyond the strange-quark mass.

To analyze the s−wave components in the nucleon am-
plitude in more detail it is instructive to rearrange the
eight basis elements of Eq. (13) in permutation-group
multiplets. This yields the orthonormal doublets

Ψ(1) =

(
S+
A+

)
, Ψ(2) =

1√
3

(
2P + S−
2 Ṽ − A−

)
,

Ψ(3) =
1√
3

(
S− − P +

√
3V

A− + Ṽ +
√

3 P̃

)
,

(14)
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Result for the three dominant s−wave
contributions in the nucleon’s Faddeev amplitude. The plot
shows the zeroth Legendre and Chebyshev moments (in the
variables y1, z0 and z1, z2, respectively) of the dressing func-
tions si defined via Eqs. (14) and (16).

where the upper entries are mixed-antisymmetric with
respect to the first two Dirac indices and the lower entries
mixed-symmetric, and two further singlets

ΨA =
1√
3

(
S− − P−

√
3V

)
,

ΨS =
1√
3

(
A− + Ṽ −

√
3 P̃

) (15)

which are fully antisymmetric or symmetric, respectively.

Here we defined P := (P+ + P−)/2, P̃ := (P+ − P−)/2

and accordingly for V and Ṽ.
Eqs. (14–15) imply that, without including a depen-

dence on the relative momenta, only three fully sym-
metric Dirac-flavor combinations Ψ(i) · F can arise in the
s = 1/2, l = 0 subspace. They appear in combination
with symmetric singlet dressing functions which are lin-
ear combinations of those associated with the basis ele-
ments in Eq. (13) and must depend on symmetric combi-
nations of the momentum variables in Eq. (12). Denot-
ing them by si, a fully symmetric spin/momentum-flavor
amplitude is then obtained via

Ψ =
3∑

i=1

si Ψ
(i) · F + . . . , (16)

where the dots refer to further combinations of Eqs. (14–
15) with mixed-(anti-)symmetric dressing functions, and
also to the remaining p− and d−wave components. In
Eq. (B7) we define momentum variables that transform
as multiplets under S3, namely a symmetric singlet vari-
able

x :=
p2

4
+

q2

3
, (17)

mπ [GeV] 0.14 0.34 0.75
s−wave 0.66 0.67 0.69
p−wave 0.33 0.32 0.30
d−wave 0.01 0.01 0.01

TABLE I: s−, p− and d−wave contributions to the nucleon’s
canonical normalization at three pion masses, expressed as
fractions of 1. The first column corresponds to the physical
u/d−quark mass.

and four dimensionless angular variables y1, y2, w1, w2

which form doublets. The dressing functions si can then
only depend on the variable x and the symmetric combi-
nations y2

1 + y2
2 , w2

1 + w2
2, and y1w1 + y2w2.

The full solution of the Faddeev equation indeed re-
veals the three singlet dressing functions si to contribute
the bulk to the s−wave fraction in the normalization.
Their angular dependence is weak, especially in the vari-
ables z2 and z0, and a corresponding polynomial expan-
sion vanishes rapidly. The zeroth angular moments of
the three si are plotted in Fig. (4) as a function of the
variable

√
x. All three dressing functions turn out to be

large; in particular, s1 and s3 are almost identical in size.

The resulting current-mass evolution of the nucleon’s
mass is displayed in Fig. 5. The pion mass was ob-
tained from its pseudoscalar-meson Bethe-Salpeter equa-
tion with the same rainbow-ladder input. The scale
Λ in Eq. (9) was fixed to reproduce the experimental
pion decay constant. In agreement with previous meson
and quark-diquark studies, the sensitivity to the infrared
shape of the effective coupling α(k2) is small; this is in-
dicated by the band which corresponds to a variation
η = 1.8 ± 0.2, cf. Fig. 3. At the physical u/d−quark
mass, our result MN = 0.94 GeV is in excellent agree-
ment with the experimental value, and its current-mass
evolution compares reasonably well with lattice data at
higher quark masses.

In connection with Fig. 5 we reiterate that contri-
butions from a pseudoscalar-meson cloud are absent
in a rainbow-ladder truncation; the current approach
can therefore be viewed to describe a hadronic quark
core. Such corrections can be estimated from chiral
effective field theory and would yield a reduction of
∼ 20 − 30% of the nucleon’s core mass in the chiral re-
gion [63]. The proximity between our calculated mass
and the experimental and lattice values therefore sug-
gests a non-perturbative cancelation mechanism beyond
rainbow-ladder. Indeed, such a behavior emerges for
the ρ−meson where attractive pion-cloud effects beyond
RL are essentially saturated by further repulsive con-
tributions from the quark-gluon vertex and the quark-
antiquark kernel [67–70]. In addition, the second type of
corrections dominates in scalar and axial-vector mesons
which explains why these quantum numbers are not
well reproduced in a RL truncation. Given the quali-
tatively quite similar behavior of the ρ−meson mass in
the present framework in comparison with lattice data, as

9

TABLE I: Relations between the basis elements Ai j of Eq. (20) and {Si j, Pi j}. The corresponding relations for Vi j are obtained by interchanging
Si j ↔ Pi j. Similar dependencies hold for the Ti j, e.g.: T+11 = −2 A+11. The superscripts r = ± are not displayed for better readability.

A11 = P33 + P44 + rS22 A12 = P34 − P43 − rS21 A13 = P31 − P42 + rS24 A14 = P32 + P41 − rS23

A21 = P43 − P34 − rS12 A22 = P33 + P44 + rS11 A23 = P32 + P41 − rS14 A24 = P42 − P31 + rS13

A31 = P13 − P24 + rS42 A32 = P23 + P14 − rS41 A33 = P11 + P22 + rS44 A34 = P12 − P21 − rS43

A41 = P14 + P23 − rS32 A42 = P24 − P13 + rS31 A43 = P21 − P12 − rS34 A44 = P11 + P22 + rS33

TABLE II: Orthonormal Dirac basis Xr
i j,k of Eq. (21) constructed from a partial-wave decomposition. The first two columns denote the eigen-

values of total quark spin s and intrinsic orbital angular momentum l in the nucleon rest frame. The third and fourth columns define the relation
between the Xr

i j and the basis elements from Eq. (19-20). Each row involves 4 covariants; the superscripts r = ± are not displayed for better
readability. The fifth column shows the momentum-dependent covariants Ti j which appear in Eq. (21); we have abbreviated p̂T → p and
q̂t → q for clarity.

s l Xr
1 j,1 Xr

1 j,2 T1 j

1/2 0 S11 P11 1 ⊗ 1
1/2 1 S12 P12 1 ⊗ 1

2 [ /p, /q ]

1/2 1 S13 P13 1 ⊗ /p
1/2 1 S14 P14 1 ⊗ /q

s l
√

3 Xr
2 j,1

√
3 Xr

2 j,2

√
3 T2 j

1/2 0 V11 A11 γ
µ
T ⊗ γ

µ
T

1/2 1 V12 A12 γ
µ
T ⊗ γ

µ
T

1
2 [ /p, /q ]

1/2 1 V13 A13 γ
µ
T ⊗ γ

µ
T /p

1/2 1 V14 A14 γ
µ
T ⊗ γ

µ
T /q

s l
√

6 Xr
3 j,1

√
6 Xr

3 j,2

√
6 T3 j

3/2 2 3 S33 − V11 3 P33 − A11 3 /p ⊗ /p − γµT ⊗ γ
µ
T

3/2 1 3 S34 − 3 S43 − 2 V12 3 P34 − 3 P43 − 2 A12 3 ( /p ⊗ /q − /q ⊗ /p) − γµT ⊗ γ
µ
T [ /p, /q ]

3/2 1 3 S31 − V13 3 P31 − A13 3 /p ⊗ 1 − γµT ⊗ γ
µ
T /p

3/2 1 3 S41 − V14 3 P41 − A14 3 /q ⊗ 1 − γµT ⊗ γ
µ
T /q

s l
√

2 Xr
4 j,1

√
2 Xr

4 j,2

√
2 T4 j

3/2 2 2 S44 + S33 − V11 2 P44 + P33 − A11 /p ⊗ /p + 2 /q ⊗ /q − γµT ⊗ γ
µ
T

3/2 2 S34 + S43 P34 + P43 /p ⊗ /q + /q ⊗ /p
3/2 2 −2 S42 + S31 − V13 −2 P42 + P31 − A13 /q ⊗ [ /q, /p ] − 1

2 γ
µ
T ⊗ [ γµT , /p ]

3/2 2 2 S32 + S41 − V14 2 P32 + P41 − A14 /p ⊗ [ /p, /q ] − 1
2 γ
µ
T ⊗ [ γµT , /q ]

9

TABLE I: Relations between the basis elements Ai j of Eq. (20) and {Si j, Pi j}. The corresponding relations for Vi j are obtained by interchanging
Si j ↔ Pi j. Similar dependencies hold for the Ti j, e.g.: T+11 = −2 A+11. The superscripts r = ± are not displayed for better readability.

A11 = P33 + P44 + rS22 A12 = P34 − P43 − rS21 A13 = P31 − P42 + rS24 A14 = P32 + P41 − rS23

A21 = P43 − P34 − rS12 A22 = P33 + P44 + rS11 A23 = P32 + P41 − rS14 A24 = P42 − P31 + rS13

A31 = P13 − P24 + rS42 A32 = P23 + P14 − rS41 A33 = P11 + P22 + rS44 A34 = P12 − P21 − rS43

A41 = P14 + P23 − rS32 A42 = P24 − P13 + rS31 A43 = P21 − P12 − rS34 A44 = P11 + P22 + rS33

TABLE II: Orthonormal Dirac basis Xr
i j,k of Eq. (21) constructed from a partial-wave decomposition. The first two columns denote the eigen-

values of total quark spin s and intrinsic orbital angular momentum l in the nucleon rest frame. The third and fourth columns define the relation
between the Xr

i j and the basis elements from Eq. (19-20). Each row involves 4 covariants; the superscripts r = ± are not displayed for better
readability. The fifth column shows the momentum-dependent covariants Ti j which appear in Eq. (21); we have abbreviated p̂T → p and
q̂t → q for clarity.

s l Xr
1 j,1 Xr

1 j,2 T1 j

1/2 0 S11 P11 1 ⊗ 1
1/2 1 S12 P12 1 ⊗ 1

2 [ /p, /q ]

1/2 1 S13 P13 1 ⊗ /p
1/2 1 S14 P14 1 ⊗ /q

s l
√

3 Xr
2 j,1

√
3 Xr

2 j,2

√
3 T2 j

1/2 0 V11 A11 γ
µ
T ⊗ γ

µ
T

1/2 1 V12 A12 γ
µ
T ⊗ γ

µ
T

1
2 [ /p, /q ]

1/2 1 V13 A13 γ
µ
T ⊗ γ

µ
T /p

1/2 1 V14 A14 γ
µ
T ⊗ γ

µ
T /q

s l
√

6 Xr
3 j,1

√
6 Xr

3 j,2

√
6 T3 j

3/2 2 3 S33 − V11 3 P33 − A11 3 /p ⊗ /p − γµT ⊗ γ
µ
T

3/2 1 3 S34 − 3 S43 − 2 V12 3 P34 − 3 P43 − 2 A12 3 ( /p ⊗ /q − /q ⊗ /p) − γµT ⊗ γ
µ
T [ /p, /q ]

3/2 1 3 S31 − V13 3 P31 − A13 3 /p ⊗ 1 − γµT ⊗ γ
µ
T /p

3/2 1 3 S41 − V14 3 P41 − A14 3 /q ⊗ 1 − γµT ⊗ γ
µ
T /q

s l
√

2 Xr
4 j,1

√
2 Xr

4 j,2

√
2 T4 j

3/2 2 2 S44 + S33 − V11 2 P44 + P33 − A11 /p ⊗ /p + 2 /q ⊗ /q − γµT ⊗ γ
µ
T

3/2 2 S34 + S43 P34 + P43 /p ⊗ /q + /q ⊗ /p
3/2 2 −2 S42 + S31 − V13 −2 P42 + P31 − A13 /q ⊗ [ /q, /p ] − 1

2 γ
µ
T ⊗ [ γµT , /p ]

3/2 2 2 S32 + S41 − V14 2 P32 + P41 − A14 /p ⊗ [ /p, /q ] − 1
2 γ
µ
T ⊗ [ γµT , /q ]

〉N|)3x(ψ)2x(ψ)1x(T ψ|0〈) =3, x2, x1x(χ

) =p, q, P(χ

Flavor Color⊗ ⊗

48 Hadrons

In the SU(2)F case, on the other hand, we get four symmetric singlets (the four ∆
baryons) and two doublets (proton and neutron):

2 ⊗ 2 ⊗ 2 = 4S ⊕ 2MA
⊕ 2MS

. (2.90)

Temp-delete.

S(uud) = uud + udu + duu

D1(uud) =

(
udu − duu

− 1√
3
(udu + duu − 2uud)

)

D1(ddu) =

(
dud − udd

− 1√
3
(dud + udd − 2ddu)

)
(2.91)

∑

k

fk(p
2, q2, p · q, p · P, q · P ) τk

αβγδ(p, q, P ) (2.92)

Full baryon wave function. The full baryon wave function transforms under the
direct product of the flavor, color and Poincaré group. It must be totally antisymmetric
under quark exchange as required by the Pauli principle (spin-statistics theorem), since
the three quarks are anticommuting Grassmann fields. We have discussed the SU(3)F
flavor wave functions above, one has SF , DF or AF . Baryons are color singlets, therefore
the color part must be the antisymmetric SU(3)C color singlet combination AC in
Eq. (2.80). In order to obtain a fully antisymmetric total wave function, the product
of Poincaré and flavor representations must be totally symmetric, and from Eq. (??)
we see that this is only possible if they have the same permutation group symmetry:

Atotal = AC (DF · DP ) or AC (SF SP ) or AC (AF AP ). (2.93)

The question remains what the Poincaré representations look like. In the nonrelativistic
quark model, they are assumed to be the direct product of O(3) orbital and SU(2) spin
wave functions. The latter are also decomposed according to Eq. (??) (replace u by ↑
and d by ↓) and yield four permutation-group singlets S with spin 3/2 and two doublets
D with spin 1/2. For orbital ground states (L = 0), the orbital wave functions are
spatially symmetric, so that the only possible Poincaré states are SP and DP , and in
that case the total angular momentum J equals the quark spin. The flavor octet DF

in Eq. (??) must appear in combination with DP and the decuplet SF in combination
with SP , hence ground-state octet baryons carry spin 1/2 and decuplet baryons carry
spin 3/2. We also see that the flavor-singlet baryon Λ0 (with flavor wave function AF )
cannot be constructed in this way, therefore it must be orbitally excited. The possible
combinations and their identification with observed states are highlighted in color in
Table ??.

For orbital excitations, the quark-model construction works in the same way as for
mesons, with the rules ... replaced by ...
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Full baryon wave function. The full baryon wave function transforms under the
direct product of the flavor, color and Poincaré group. It must be totally antisymmetric
under quark exchange as required by the Pauli principle (spin-statistics theorem), since
the three quarks are anticommuting Grassmann fields. We have discussed the SU(3)F
flavor wave functions above, one has SF , DF or AF . Baryons are color singlets, therefore
the color part must be the antisymmetric SU(3)C color singlet combination AC in
Eq. (2.80). In order to obtain a fully antisymmetric total wave function, the product
of Poincaré and flavor representations must be totally symmetric, and from Eq. (??)
we see that this is only possible if they have the same permutation group symmetry:

Atotal = AC (DF · DP ) or AC (SF SP ) or AC (AF AP ). (2.93)

The question remains what the Poincaré representations look like. In the nonrelativistic
quark model, they are assumed to be the direct product of O(3) orbital and SU(2) spin
wave functions. The latter are also decomposed according to Eq. (??) (replace u by ↑
and d by ↓) and yield four permutation-group singlets S with spin 3/2 and two doublets
D with spin 1/2. For orbital ground states (L = 0), the orbital wave functions are
spatially symmetric, so that the only possible Poincaré states are SP and DP , and in
that case the total angular momentum J equals the quark spin. The flavor octet DF

in Eq. (??) must appear in combination with DP and the decuplet SF in combination
with SP , hence ground-state octet baryons carry spin 1/2 and decuplet baryons carry
spin 3/2. We also see that the flavor-singlet baryon Λ0 (with flavor wave function AF )
cannot be constructed in this way, therefore it must be orbitally excited. The possible
combinations and their identification with observed states are highlighted in color in
Table ??.

For orbital excitations, the quark-model construction works in the same way as for
mesons, with the rules ... replaced by ...
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In the SU(2)F case, on the other hand, we get four symmetric singlets (the four ∆
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Full baryon wave function. The full baryon wave function transforms under the
direct product of the flavor, color and Poincaré group. It must be totally antisymmetric
under quark exchange as required by the Pauli principle (spin-statistics theorem), since
the three quarks are anticommuting Grassmann fields. We have discussed the SU(3)F
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the color part must be the antisymmetric SU(3)C color singlet combination AC in
Eq. (2.80). In order to obtain a fully antisymmetric total wave function, the product
of Poincaré and flavor representations must be totally symmetric, and from Eq. (??)
we see that this is only possible if they have the same permutation group symmetry:

Atotal = AC (DF · DP ) or AC (SF SP ) or AC (AF AP ). (2.93)

The question remains what the Poincaré representations look like. In the nonrelativistic
quark model, they are assumed to be the direct product of O(3) orbital and SU(2) spin
wave functions. The latter are also decomposed according to Eq. (??) (replace u by ↑
and d by ↓) and yield four permutation-group singlets S with spin 3/2 and two doublets
D with spin 1/2. For orbital ground states (L = 0), the orbital wave functions are
spatially symmetric, so that the only possible Poincaré states are SP and DP , and in
that case the total angular momentum J equals the quark spin. The flavor octet DF

in Eq. (??) must appear in combination with DP and the decuplet SF in combination
with SP , hence ground-state octet baryons carry spin 1/2 and decuplet baryons carry
spin 3/2. We also see that the flavor-singlet baryon Λ0 (with flavor wave function AF )
cannot be constructed in this way, therefore it must be orbitally excited. The possible
combinations and their identification with observed states are highlighted in color in
Table ??.

For orbital excitations, the quark-model construction works in the same way as for
mesons, with the rules ... replaced by ...

Dirac

Momentum

GE, Alkofer, Krassnigg, Nicmorus,  PRL 104 (2010)

Complete, orthogonal Dirac tensor basis
(partial-wave decomposition in nucleon rest frame):

10

TABLE III: Orthonormal Dirac basis Xr
i j,k of Eq. (21) constructed from a partial-wave decomposition. The first two columns denote the

eigenvalues of total quark spin s and intrinsic orbital angular momentum l in the nucleon rest frame. The third and fourth columns define the
relation between the Xr

i j and the basis elements from Eq. (19-20). Each row involves 4 covariants; the superscripts r = ± are not displayed for
better readability. The fifth column shows the momentum-dependent covariants Ti j which appear in Eq. (21); we have abbreviated p̂T → p and
q̂t → q for clarity.

s l Ti j

1/2 0 1 ⊗ 1
1/2 0 γ

µ
T ⊗ γ

µ
T

1/2 1 1 ⊗ 1
2 [ /p, /q ]

1/2 1 1 ⊗ /p
1/2 1 1 ⊗ /q
1/2 1 γ

µ
T ⊗ γ

µ
T

1
2 [ /p, /q ]

1/2 1 γ
µ
T ⊗ γ

µ
T /p

1/2 1 γ
µ
T ⊗ γ

µ
T /q

3/2 1 3 ( /p ⊗ /q − /q ⊗ /p) − γµT ⊗ γ
µ
T [ /p, /q ]

3/2 1 3 /p ⊗ 1 − γµT ⊗ γ
µ
T /p

3/2 1 3 /q ⊗ 1 − γµT ⊗ γ
µ
T /q

3/2 2 3 /p ⊗ /p − γµT ⊗ γ
µ
T

3/2 2 /p ⊗ /p + 2 /q ⊗ /q − γµT ⊗ γ
µ
T

3/2 2 /p ⊗ /q + /q ⊗ /p
3/2 2 /q ⊗ [ /q, /p ] − 1

2 γ
µ
T ⊗ [ γµT , /p ]

3/2 2 /p ⊗ [ /p, /q ] − 1
2 γ
µ
T ⊗ [ γµT , /q ]

TABLE IV: Irreducible multiplets of the permutation group S3, constructed from the 8 covariants {Sr
11, Pr

11 ,A
r
11, Vr

11}.

ψ1
MA = S+11 ψ2

MA =
∑

r Pr
11 + S−11 ψ3

MA =
∑

r

(
Vr

11 − Pr
11

)
+ 2 S−11 ψA =

∑
r

(
Vr

11 + Pr
11

)
− 2 S−11

ψ1
MS
= A+11 ψ2

MS
=
∑

r rVr
11 − A−11 ψ3

MS
=
∑

r r
(
Vr

11 + 3Pr
11

)
+ 2 A−11 ψS =

∑
r r
(
−Vr

11 + 3Pr
11

)
− 2 A−11

TABLE V: (adapted from Ref. [35]) Nucleon masses obtained from
the Faddeev equation in setups A and B and compared to the quark-
diquark result. The η dependence is indicated for setup B in paren-
theses.

Q-DQ [29] Faddeev (MA) Faddeev (MS)
Setup A 0.94 0.99 0.97
Setup B 1.26(2) 1.33(2) 1.31(2)

s waves
(8)

p waves
(36)

d waves
(20)

γδBαβA=αβγδ)B⊗A(

5

V. RESULTS

The explicit numerical implementation of the Faddeev
equation is described in App. A. The massive computa-
tional demand in solving the equation primarily comes from
the five Lorentz-invariant momentum combinations of Eq. (7)
upon which the amplitudes depend. In analogy to the sep-
arability assumption of the nucleon amplitude in the quark-
diquark model we omit the dependence on the angular vari-
able z0 = p̂T · q̂T but solve for all 64 dressing functions
fk(p2, q2, 0, z1, z2).

The resulting nucleon masses at the physical pion mass in
both setups A and B are shown in Table V. As a consequence
of Eq. (27), the two states ΨMA and ΨMS emerge as indepen-
dent solutions of the Faddeev equation. Both separate equa-
tions produce approximately the same nucleon mass, where
the deviation of ∼ 2% is presumably a truncation artifact as-
sociated with the omission of the angle z0. For either solution
typically only a small number of covariants are relevant which
are predominantly s-wave with a small p-wave admixture.
The corresponding amplitudes for the mixed-antisymmetric
solution are shown in Fig. 2. Comparing the relative strengths
of the amplitudes allows to identify the dominant contribu-
tions:

ΨMA :
∑

r

{
Sr

11, Vr
11, Sr

13, Vr
13, Xr

33,1

}
,

ΨMS :
∑

r

{
Ar

11, rVr
11, rPr

11, rVr
13, Xr

33,2

}
.

(29)

Fig. 3 displays the angular dependence in the variable z1
through the first few Chebyshev moments of the amplitudes
S±11 which contribute to ΨMA . The angular dependence in the
variable z2 is small compared to z1. This is analogous to the
quark-diquark model, where the dependence on the angle be-
tween the relative and total momentum of the two quarks in a
diquark amplitude is weak.

The evolution of MN and the ρ-meson mass from the BSE
vs. m2

π is plotted in Fig. 4 and compared to lattice results. The
findings for MN are qualitatively similar to those for mρ: setup
A, where the coupling strength is adjusted to the experimental
value of fπ, agrees with the lattice data. This behavior can
be understood in light of a recent study of corrections beyond
RL truncation which suggests a near cancellation in the ρ-
meson of pionic effects and non-resonant corrections from the
quark-gluon vertex [42]. Setup B provides a description of a
quark core which overestimates the experimental values while
it approaches the lattice results at larger quark masses.

A comparison to the consistently obtained quark-diquark
model result exhibits a discrepancy of only ∼ 5%. This sur-
prising and reassuring result indicates that a description of the
nucleon as a superposition of scalar and axial-vector diquark
correlations that interact with the remaining quark provides
a close approximation to the consistent three-quark nucleon
amplitude.

Ti j (Λ±γ5C ⊗ Λ+)
(γ5 ⊗ γ5) Ti j (Λ±γ5C ⊗ Λ+)

(30)

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We have provided details on a fully Poincaré-covariant
three-quark solution of the nucleon’s Faddeev equation. The
nucleon amplitude which is generated by a gluon ladder-
exchange is predominantly described by s- and p-wave Dirac
structures, and the flavor independence of the kernel leads to
a mass degeneracy. The resulting nucleon mass is close to
the quark-diquark model result which stresses the reliability
of previous quark-diquark studies.

Due to the considerable computational efforts involved,
more results and an in-depth investigation with regard to the
complete set of invariant variables will be presented in the fu-
ture. Further extensions of the present work will include an
analogous investigation of the ∆-baryon, more sophisticated
interaction kernels, e.g. in view of pionic corrections, and ul-
timately a comprehensive study of baryon resonances.
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APPENDIX A: NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION

Similar to the analogous case of a two-body Bethe-Salpeter
equation, the Faddeev equation (2) can be viewed as an eigen-
value problem for the kernel K̃(3):

K̃(3)(P2)Ψi = λi(P2)Ψi , (A1)

where P is the total momentum of the three-quark bound state
and enters the equation as an external parameter. Upon pro-
jection onto given quantum numbers, the eigenvalues of K̃(3)
constitute the trajectories λi(P2). An intersection λi(P2) = 1
at a certain value P2 = −M2

i reproduces Eq. (2) and therefore
corresponds to a potential physical state with mass Mi. The
largest eigenvalue λ0 represents the ground state of the quan-
tum numbers under consideration and the remaining ones λi≥1
its excitations; the associated eigenvectors Ψi are the bound-
state amplitudes. (Note that in this context one has to keep
in mind the possibility of anomalous states in the excitation
spectra of bound-state equation solutions [47].) To obtain the
ground-state solution, Eq. (A1) is solved via iteration within
a ’guess range’ P2 ∈ {−M2

min, −M2
max}, where Mmax is de-

termined from the singularity structure of the quark propa-
gator (see e.g. [36, 48]). Upon convergence of the eigen-
value λ0(P2) the procedure is repeated for different P2 until
λ0(P2 = −M2) = 1, thereby defining the nucleon mass M.

From a numerical point of view, it is advantageous to split
the Faddeev equation for K̃(3) = KS S into an equation for a
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Baryon masses
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Electromagnetic form factors

Agreement with data
at larger 𝑄� and lattice 
at larger quark masses 

~ nucleon quark core
    without pion effects 
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Electromagnetic form factors

Nucleon magnetic moments: 
isovector (p-n), isoscalar (p+n)
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Nucleon-𝛥-𝛾 transition  

Electric quadrupole transition          small & negative,                  
encodes deformation. Perturbative QCD: 𝑅�� → 1,
Quark model: need d waves or pion cloud. 

But: subleading tensor structures important,
Quark OAM (p waves) by Poincaré covariance!
 

Magnetic dipole form factor        dominant,  
quark spin flip. As expected: “Core + 25% pion cloud”
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TABLE II. (Color online) Rest-frame partial-wave decomposi-
tion of nucleon and ∆−baryon in the quark-diquark approach.
The basis elements are characterized by their scalar and ax-
ialvector diquark content and their eigenvalues with respect
to quark-diquark spin (s) and orbital angular momentum (l).
The colored boxes highlight the dominant components; for
example, the dressing functions associated with τµ

4 and τµ
6

are much smaller than the remaining p−wave contributions.

positive-energy and Rarita-Schwinger projectors which
satisfy

Λ+(P ) u(P, s) = u(P, s) ,

Pµν(P )uν(P, s) = uµ(P, s) .
(13)

They are given by

Λ+ = 1
2 (1+ /̂P ) , Pµν = Λ+

(
Tµν
P − 1

3 γµ
T γν

T

)
, (14)

where P̂ = P/(iMB) is the normalized baryon momen-

tum, Tµν
P = δµν−P̂µP̂ ν is a transverse projector with re-

spect to P , and γµ
T = Tµν

P γν is the transverse γ−matrix.
The projectors inherit the constraints from the spinors:

/̂P Λ+ = Λ+ , P̂µPµν = γµPµν = 0 . (15)

Instead of p and P , the basis elements in Eqs. (11–12)
can be equally well expressed through orthonormal mo-
menta P̂µ and rµ := p̂T

µ
, i.e., such that r2 = P̂ 2 = 1

and r · P̂ = 0. The dependence on the Lorentz invari-
ants p2 and z is then carried by the coefficients fB

k only.
This simplifies the construction of an orthogonal basis
and is also convenient for practical calculations, e.g. in
the baryon’s rest frame, where P̂ and r are Euclidean
unit vectors.

The largest linearly independent set of basis elements
for the bound-state amplitude Γ0

N , Γµ
N and Γµν

∆ is given in
Eq. (B1). On the baryon’s mass shell, which is enforced

by the properties (15) of the projectors, the following
independent basis elements remain:

Γ0
N : {1, r/},

Γµ
N : {γµ

T , rµ, P̂µ} × {1, r/},
Γµν
∆ : {δµν , γµ

T rν , rµrν , P̂µrν} × {1, r/}.
(16)

These can be further orthonormalized and arranged ac-
cording to their (quark-diquark) spin and orbital angular
momentum content in the baryon’s rest frame, cf. App. B.
The resulting classification in s, p, d and f waves is illus-
trated in Tables I and II. We emphasize that p-wave con-
tributions to the bound-state amplitudes emerge quite
naturally because of Poincaré covariance. Those disap-
pear in the non-relativistic limit [64] but have important
consequences for the behavior of the form factors in Sec-
tion IV.

III. ELECTROMAGNETIC TRANSITION

A. N∆γ transition current

We now turn to the general properties of the N∆γ
transition current and its decomposition in terms of
Lorentz-invariant form factors. The current can be gener-
ically written as

Jµ,ρ(P, Q) = Pρα(Pf ) iγ5 Γαµ(P, Q) Λ+(Pi) , (17)

where Pi and Pf are the incoming nucleon and outgoing
∆ momenta, with P 2

i = −M2
N and P 2

f = −M2
∆. They can

be expressed through the photon momentum Q = Pf−Pi

and the average momentum P = (Pi+Pf )/2. The onshell
structure of the current is ensured by the projectors de-
fined in Eq. (14), i.e., the positive-energy projector Λ+ for
the nucleon and the Rarita-Schwinger projector Pρα for
the ∆-baryon. Eq. (17) is a matrix in spinor space; the
usual current matrix element 〈Pf , sf | Jµ |Pi, si〉 is ob-
tained upon contraction with the ∆ and nucleon spinors
from Eq. (13). The momentum dependence of the projec-
tors implies that the γ−matrices contained in the Rarita-
Schwinger projector Pρα(Pf ) are now transverse with re-
spect to Pf . We extracted an explicit factor γ5 in Eq. (17)
so that the remainder Γαµ, which will be specified below,
has positive parity.

Similarly to the nucleon and ∆ bound-state ampli-
tudes, the composition of the four-point function Γαµ in
Eq. (17) is determined by Poincaré covariance. For its
explicit construction it is again convenient to work with
orthogonal momenta. This is not yet the case for P and
Q because the non-vanishing N -∆ mass difference entails
P · Q �= 0, cf. Eq. (C3). We take instead the component
of P transverse to Q:

Pµ
T = Tµν

Q P ν = Pµ − (P · Q̂) Q̂µ , (18)

and normalize it to unity: Kµ := P̂T

µ
. Here,

Tµν
Q = δµν − Q̂µQ̂ν (19)
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Eq. (17) is determined by Poincaré covariance. For its
explicit construction it is again convenient to work with
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is the transverse projector with respect to Q. Together

with the normalized photon momentum Q̂, the current
is now characterized by two orthonormal four-momenta,

K and Q̂ (instead of P and Q, or Pi and Pf ), which will
simplify its structure considerably.

Using this construction, the most general form of the
vertex Γαµ that is compatible with Poincaré covariance,
positive parity and current conservation can be written
as (cf. App. C 2):

Γαµ = iQ̂α (g1γ
µ
T + g2 Kµ) − g3 Tαµ

Q , (20)

where γµ
T is transverse to Q. It depends on three real and

dimensionless form factors gi(Q
2).

For comparison with experiment, it is more convenient
to work with the Jones-Scadron form factors G�

M (Q2),
G�

E(Q2) and G�
C(Q2) which are related to the pion elec-

troproduction multipole amplitudes at the ∆−resonance
position and can be expressed in terms of helicity ampli-
tudes [2, 65]. The respective decomposition of the vertex
Γαµ is:

Γαµ = b

[
iω

2λ+
(G�

M − G�
E) γ5 εαµγδKγQ̂δ

− G�
E Tαγ

Q T γµ
K − iτ

ω
G�

C Q̂αKµ

]
,

(21)

where we used the dimensionless variables

τ :=
Q2

2 (M2
∆ + M2

N )
, λ± :=

(M∆ ± MN )2 + Q2

2 (M2
∆ + M2

N )
(22)

as well as ω :=
√

λ+λ− and b :=
√

3
2 (1 + M∆/MN ).

We show in App. C 2 that the vertices in (20) and (21)
are equivalent when contracted with the projectors in the
current matrix (17), and the relations between the gi and
the Jones-Scadron form factors are stated in Eq. (C18).

Eq. (21) is identical with the standard Jones-Scadron
expression [2, 65] which is given in terms of the Lorentz
structures

εαµγδP γ
i P δ

f

M2
∆ + M2

N

= iω εαµγδKγQ̂δ ,

εαλγδP γ
i P δ

f εµλρσP ρ
i Pσ

f

(M2
∆ + M2

N )2
= −ω2 Tαγ

Q T γµ
K ,

Qα
(
Q2Pµ − P · Q Qµ

)

(M2
∆ + M2

N )2
= 2iωτ Q̂αKµ .

(23)

These relations can be verified by expressing Pi and Pf

through P and Q and subsequently in terms of the unit

vectors K and Q̂ via Eq. (C6).

B. Electromagnetic current in the quark-diquark
approach

The computation of the N∆γ transition matrix of
Eqs. (17) and (21) from its substructure in QCD re-
quires a microscopic description of its ingredients. A

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

’

’

FIG. 4. (Color online) General expression for the N∆γ tran-
sition current in the quark-diquark approach, see Eqs. (24)
and App. D.

systematic construction principle to derive the coupling
of a hadron to an external current is the ’gauging of
equations’ method of Refs. [66–68]. The procedure was
applied in [69] to derive the relevant diagrams in the
quark-diquark system; recent discussions and applica-
tions in the three-quark framework can be found in
Refs. [27, 37, 70].

Applied to our case, the basic idea is that the N∆γ
transition matrix element is the N∆ pole residue of the
quark-diquark Green function that is struck by an exter-
nal photon. If the current systematically couples to all
internal constituents, which means that it has the formal
properties of a derivative, electromagnetic current con-
servation is automatically satisfied. The photon coupling
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Q2−evolution of the magnetic dipole
form factor G�

M in comparison with experimental data from
Refs. [82–86]. The band denotes the model dependence as
discussed in the text.

a variation of the parameter ρ3 ∈ [0, 0.15] into account;
the central value of that interval was used in Ref. [39]
to maximize agreement for nucleon electromagnetic form
factors at larger Q2. The combined model dependence,
stemming from the the seagull variation together with
the η dependence in the effective interaction, leads to
the colored bands in Figs. (6–8).

The Jones-Scadron form factors G�
M (Q2), G�

E(Q2) and
G�

C(Q2) are finally extracted from the Dirac traces in
Eq. (C19). Since the approach is Poincaré-covariant, the
results are independent of the choice of reference frame.
In order to avoid complex continuations for the radial
momentum variables in the N and ∆ bound-state am-
plitudes, we work in the frame where the photon mo-
mentum is purely real: Q = (0, 0, |Q|, 0) or, expressed in

terms of the unit vectors defined in Section C, Q̂ = e3 and
K = e4. The singularities in the quark and diquark prop-
agators that enter the form factor integrals restrict the
accessible domain of photon momenta to Q2 � 2.5 GeV2,
see App. D 2. This value is quite small and due to the
quark-diquark description; a genuine three-body calcu-
lation would be able to reach Q2 values roughly twice
as large. In addition, the kinematic dependence on the
non-vanishing N -∆ mass difference also imposes a lower
limit for Q2. In order to obtain results at Q2 = 0, we ex-
trapolate the form factor results at non-zero momentum
transfer using Padé approximants. The extrapolation re-
gions are indicated by the dashed margins in Figs. (6–7).

A. Q2 dependence of the form factors

The N∆γ transition current is determined by the
three Jones-Scadron form factors G�

M (Q2), G�
E(Q2) and

MN M∆ G�
M (0) REM (0) RSM (0)

Exp. 0.94 1.23 3.02(3) −2.5(5)

Calc. 0.94(1) 1.27(3) 2.23(2) −2.3(3) −2.2(6)

TABLE III. Results at the physical u/d mass compared to ex-
periment. Nucleon and ∆ masses are in units of GeV, G�

M (0)
is dimensionless, and the ratios REM and RSM are given in
percent. The experimental values for G�

M (0) and REM (0) are
the PDG values [87]. The parentheses in our results indicate
the combined model dependence as discussed in the text.

G�
C(Q2) which are experimentally extracted from the

multipole amplitudes in pion electroproduction [1, 2].
The process is dominated by a magnetic dipole transi-
tion (M1) which, in a quark-model picture, amounts to
a spinflip of a quark and is encoded in the form fac-
tor G�

M (Q2). Its static experimental value is G�
M (0) =

3.02(3) [87]; experimental data exist in the range up to
Q2 ∼ 8 GeV2. The remaining electric (E2) and Coulomb
(C2) quadrupole contributions are much smaller and
measure the deformation in the transition. They are ex-
pressed by the form factors G�

E(Q2) and G�
C(Q2) which

are usually related to the magnetic dipole form factor
through the form factor ratios

REM = − G�
E

G�
M

, RSM = − |Q|
2M∆

G�
C

G�
M

, (32)

where |Q| denotes the magnitude of the photon three-
momentum in the ∆ rest frame. It can be expressed in
terms of Lorentz-invariant variables via

|Q|
2M∆

=
ω

1 + 2δ
, (33)

where ω was defined below Eq. (22) and δ is related to
the N–∆ mass difference, cf. Eq. (C2):

δ =
M2

∆ − M2
N

2 (M2
∆ + M2

N )
. (34)

Our result for the magnetic dipole form factor G�
M (Q2)

is shown in Fig. 6. We find good agreement with exper-
imental data above Q2 ∼ 1 GeV2, whereas the quark-
diquark result underestimates these data by ∼ 25% in
the limit Q2 = 0, cf. Table III. This is comparable
to constituent-quark model predictions [18], where the
long-standing discrepancy with the data has been at-
tributed to missing meson-cloud contributions. Their
impact has been studied with dynamical reaction mod-
els [7, 91], where the ’bare’ ∆ resonance extracted from
the Nγ� → Nπ scattering amplitude corresponds to the
quark-core contribution and meson-cloud effects are gen-
erated via rescattering processes. In these analyses the
pion cloud is sizeable and accounts for ∼ 30% of G�

M (0).
Similar conclusions have been found in the cloudy bag
model [12, 13] or covariant chiral quark models [18].
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a variation of the parameter ρ3 ∈ [0, 0.15] into account;
the central value of that interval was used in Ref. [39]
to maximize agreement for nucleon electromagnetic form
factors at larger Q2. The combined model dependence,
stemming from the the seagull variation together with
the η dependence in the effective interaction, leads to
the colored bands in Figs. (6–8).

The Jones-Scadron form factors G�
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E(Q2) and
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C(Q2) are finally extracted from the Dirac traces in
Eq. (C19). Since the approach is Poincaré-covariant, the
results are independent of the choice of reference frame.
In order to avoid complex continuations for the radial
momentum variables in the N and ∆ bound-state am-
plitudes, we work in the frame where the photon mo-
mentum is purely real: Q = (0, 0, |Q|, 0) or, expressed in

terms of the unit vectors defined in Section C, Q̂ = e3 and
K = e4. The singularities in the quark and diquark prop-
agators that enter the form factor integrals restrict the
accessible domain of photon momenta to Q2 � 2.5 GeV2,
see App. D 2. This value is quite small and due to the
quark-diquark description; a genuine three-body calcu-
lation would be able to reach Q2 values roughly twice
as large. In addition, the kinematic dependence on the
non-vanishing N -∆ mass difference also imposes a lower
limit for Q2. In order to obtain results at Q2 = 0, we ex-
trapolate the form factor results at non-zero momentum
transfer using Padé approximants. The extrapolation re-
gions are indicated by the dashed margins in Figs. (6–7).
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is dimensionless, and the ratios REM and RSM are given in
percent. The experimental values for G�

M (0) and REM (0) are
the PDG values [87]. The parentheses in our results indicate
the combined model dependence as discussed in the text.
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C(Q2) which are experimentally extracted from the

multipole amplitudes in pion electroproduction [1, 2].
The process is dominated by a magnetic dipole transi-
tion (M1) which, in a quark-model picture, amounts to
a spinflip of a quark and is encoded in the form fac-
tor G�

M (Q2). Its static experimental value is G�
M (0) =

3.02(3) [87]; experimental data exist in the range up to
Q2 ∼ 8 GeV2. The remaining electric (E2) and Coulomb
(C2) quadrupole contributions are much smaller and
measure the deformation in the transition. They are ex-
pressed by the form factors G�
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C(Q2) which
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where |Q| denotes the magnitude of the photon three-
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the N–∆ mass difference, cf. Eq. (C2):
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Our result for the magnetic dipole form factor G�
M (Q2)

is shown in Fig. 6. We find good agreement with exper-
imental data above Q2 ∼ 1 GeV2, whereas the quark-
diquark result underestimates these data by ∼ 25% in
the limit Q2 = 0, cf. Table III. This is comparable
to constituent-quark model predictions [18], where the
long-standing discrepancy with the data has been at-
tributed to missing meson-cloud contributions. Their
impact has been studied with dynamical reaction mod-
els [7, 91], where the ’bare’ ∆ resonance extracted from
the Nγ� → Nπ scattering amplitude corresponds to the
quark-core contribution and meson-cloud effects are gen-
erated via rescattering processes. In these analyses the
pion cloud is sizeable and accounts for ∼ 30% of G�

M (0).
Similar conclusions have been found in the cloudy bag
model [12, 13] or covariant chiral quark models [18].
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A. Fermion-photon vertex

We start with a discussion of the fermion-photon ver-
tex as it provides the template for the two-photon case.
It satisfies the Ward-Takahashi identity

Qµ Γµ(k, Q) = S−1(k+) − S−1(k−) , (70)

where Q is the photon momentum, k is the relative mo-
mentum of the quark, and k± = k ± Q/2 are the quark
momenta. The inverse dressed quark propagator reads

S−1(k) = i/k A(k2) + B(k2) , (71)

and the renormalization-point independent mass func-
tion of the fermion is given by M(k2) = B(k2)/A(k2).
Eq. (70) is solved by the Ball-Chiu vertex [52]

Γµ
BC(k, Q) = iγµ ΣA + 2kµ(i/k ∆A + ∆B), (72)

where the functions

ΣA(k, Q) :=
A(k2

+) + A(k2
−)

2
,

∆A(k, Q) :=
A(k2

+) − A(k2
−)

k2
+ − k2

−
,

∆B(k, Q) :=
B(k2

+) − B(k2
−)

k2
+ − k2

−

(73)

are completely determined by the dressed fermion prop-
agator and free of kinematic singularities.

The full vertex is then the sum of the Ball-Chiu part
and a transverse piece that is not constrained by the
WTI:

Γµ(k, Q) = Γµ
BC(k, Q) + Γµ

T(k, Q) . (74)

Γµ
T consists of eight independent tensor structures. An-

alyticity at vanishing photon momentum requires Γµ
T to

vanish in the limit Qµ = 0, either via appropriate mo-
mentum dependencies of the basis elements, vanishing
dressing functions, or kinematic relations between the
dressing functions in that limit. In order to find eight
kinematically independent dressing functions, we want
to express Γµ

T in a basis that is free of kinematic singu-
larities and ’minimal’ with respect to its powers in the
photon momentum. Since the construction of the two-
photon vertex is closely related to the one-photon case,
we illustrate the problem here in detail.

The general fermion-photon vertex with quantum
numbers JPC = 1−− vertex consists of 12 tensor struc-
tures which can be chosen as

(+) γµ

(−) [γµ, /k]

(+) [γµ, /Q]

(+) [γµ, /k, /Q]

(+) kµ

(+) kµ/k

(−) kµ /Q

(+) kµ[/k, /Q]

(−) Qµ

(−) Qµ/k

(+) Qµ /Q

(−) Qµ[/k, /Q].

(75)

To ensure definite charge-conjugation symmetry (indi-
cated by the signs in the brackets) we have used the

commutator for the product of two γ matrices and the
totally antisymmetric combination

[A, B, C] := [A, B] C + [B, C] A + [C, A] B (76)

for three γ matrices. If the odd basis tensors are multi-
plied with a factor k · Q, the full vertex satisfies

Γµ(k, Q) = C Γµ(−k,−Q)TCT = −Γµ(k,−Q) (77)

with scalar dressing functions that are even in k · Q.
The transverse part of the vertex consists of eight

tensor structures that are constructed from Eq. (75).
The two elements [γµ, /Q] and [γµ, /k, /Q] are transverse by
themselves. In principle one could apply the transverse
projector

Tµν
Q = δµν − QµQν

Q2
(78)

to the remaining elements from the first two columns of
Eq. (75) to obtain the basis decomposition

−iΓµ
T = g1γ

µ
T + g2 k ·Q i

2 [γµ
T , /k]

+ g3
i
2 [γµ, /Q] + g4

1
6 [γµ, /k, /Q]

+ kµ
T

(
ig5 + g6 /k + g7 k ·Q /Q + g8

i
2 [/k, /Q]

)
,

(79)

where

γµ
T = Tµν

Q γν , kµ
T = Tµν

Q kν . (80)

We have attached prefactors so that the scalar dressing
functions gi(k

2, k · Q, Q2) are even in k · Q and real for
k2 > 0, Q2 ∈ R. However, since the projector (78) con-
tains a kinematic singularity at Q2 → 0, the resulting
dressing functions are kinematically dependent: the four
combinations

g1 + (k · Q)2g7 , g2 − g8 , g5 , g6 (81)

must vanish with Q2 for Q2 → 0. Instead of the pro-
jector (78) one could equally apply Q2 Tµν

Q which has
no kinematic singularity; unfortunately this overcompen-
sates the problem since g1, g2, g7, g8 do not need to vanish
individually when Q2 goes to zero.

A basis decomposition where all dressing functions are
truly kinematically independent is given by [53–55]

−iΓµ
T = f1 Q2 γµ

T + f2 k ·Q Q2 i
2 [γµ

T , /k]

+ f3
i
2 [γµ, /Q] + f4

1
6 [γµ, /k, /Q]

+ if5 Q2 kµ
T + f6 Q2 kµ

T /k

+ f7 k ·Q (k ·Q γµ − kµ /Q)

+ f8
i
2 [k ·Q γµ − kµ /Q, /k].

(82)

It satisfies the requirements of Eq. (81) since

f1 Q2 = g1 + (k · Q)2g7 ,

f2 Q2 = g2 − g8 ,

f3 = g3 ,

f4 = g4 ,

f5 Q2 = g5 ,

f6 Q2 = g6 ,

−f7 = g7 ,

f8 = g8 .

(83)
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Apart from global factors k ·Q, the four tensor structures
corresponding to f3,4,7,8 are linear and the remaining four
are quadratic in the photon momentum.

The question remains whether Eq. (82) can be ob-
tained from a systematic construction principle. To this
end we define the quantities

tµνab := a · b δµν − bµaν ,

εµνab := γ5 εµναβaαbβ ,
(84)

with aµ, bµ ∈ {kµ, Qµ}. They are both regular in the
limits a → 0 or b → 0. tµνab is transverse to aµ and bν ,

aµ tµνab = 0 , tµνab bν = 0 , (85)

whereas εµνab is transverse to a and b in both Lorentz in-
dices. The usual transverse projectors can thus be writ-

ten as Tµν
Q = tµνQQ/Q2 and Tµν

Q′ = tµνQ′Q′/Q′2.
With the help of these definitions one can generate the

basis (82) as follows. Take the four tensor structures that
are independent of the photon momentum:

γν , [γν , /k] , kν , kν/k . (86)

Contract them with tµνQQ, tµνQk and εµνQk to generate eight
transverse basis elements that are kinematically indepen-
dent and linear or quadratic in the four-momentum Qµ:

tµνQQ





γν

[γν , /k]

kν

kν/k





= Q2





γµ
T

[γµ
T , /k]

kµ
T

kµ
T /k





,

tµνQk

{
γν

[γν , /k]

}
=

{
k ·Q γµ − kµ /Q

[k ·Q γµ − kµ /Q, /k]

}
,

εµνQk

{
γν

[γν , /k]

}
=

{
1
6 [γµ, /k, /Q]

tµνQk [γν , /k] − k2 [γµ, /Q]

}
.

(87)

Instead of using tµνQk and εµνQk, one could contract the four

elements in Eq. (86) also with tµνQγ = /Q δµν − γµQν and
use commutators where necessary. However, this does
not generate any new elements:

1
2

[
tµνQγ , γν

]
= − [γµ, /Q] ,

1
2

[
tµνQγ , γν , /k

]
= [γµ, /k, /Q] ,

tµνQγ kν = −4 tµνQk γν ,
[
tµνQγ kν , /k

]
= −tµνQk [γν , /k] .

(88)

Finally, attach appropriate factors k ·Q to ensure charge-
conjugation invariance of the dressing functions.

We will henceforth use Eq. (82) as our reference basis
for the transverse part of the fermion-photon vertex. We
write it in a compact way:

τµ
1 = tµνQQ γν ,

τµ
2 = tµνQQ k ·Q i

2 [γν , /k] ,

τµ
3 = i

2 [γµ, /Q] ,

τµ
4 = 1

6 [γµ, /k, /Q] ,

τµ
5 = tµνQQ ikν ,

τµ
6 = tµνQQ kν/k ,

τµ
7 = tµνQk k ·Q γν ,

τµ
8 = tµνQk

i
2 [γν , /k] .

(89)

The full vertex is thus given by Eq. (74), with the trans-
verse part

− iΓµ
T (k, Q) =

8∑

i=1

fi(k
2, k · Q, Q2) τµ

i (k, Q) . (90)

The dimensionful dressing functions fi(k
2, k ·Q, Q2) are

again even in k · Q. They are kinematically independent
and can remain constant at vanishing photon momen-
tum. The basis (89) is essentially identical to Eq. (A.8)
in Ref. [53] and Eq. (A2) in Ref. [55]. The relations be-
tween our τµ

i and the transverse tensor structures Tµ
i in

those papers are

τ1 = −T3 ,

τ2 = − 1
2 k ·Q T4 ,

τ3 = T5 ,

τ4 = T8 ,

τ5 = T1 ,

τ6 = 1
2 T2 ,

τ7 = − 1
2 k ·Q T6 ,

τ8 = 1
2 T7 .

(91)

The dressing functions associated with τ3 and τ4 con-
tribute to the onshell anomalous magnetic moment,
cf. Ref. [48] and Eq. (96) below, and τ7 constitutes the
transverse part of the Curtis-Pennington vertex [56].

Finally, to obtain a connection with the nucleon’s on-
shell current, we investigate the limit where the incoming
and outgoing fermion lines are taken on the mass shell,
i.e., k2

± = −m2 or

k2 = −m2 − Q2/4 , k · Q = 0 . (92)

The onshell vertex

Jµ(k, Q) = Λf
+ Γµ(k, Q) Λi

+

∣∣∣
Eq. (92)

(93)

is sandwiched between Dirac spinors that are eigenvec-
tors of the positive-energy projectors

Λf
+ = Λ+(k+),

Λi
+ = Λ+(k−),

Λ+(p) =
1+ /̂p

2
. (94)

By virtue of the projectors, only two of the basis elements
in Eq. (89) remain independent, and the vertex can be
written in the standard form

Jµ(k, Q) = iΛf
+

(
F1 γµ +

iF2

4m
[γµ, /Q]

)
Λi
+ , (95)

where F1, F2 are dimensionless functions of Q2 only. Via
Eq. (74) they consist of Ball-Chiu parts and transverse
components which are related to the functions ΣA, ∆A,
∆B and fj in the onshell limit:

F1(Q
2) = A(−m2) + 2m

[
B′(−m2) − mA′(−m2)

]

+ Q2

[
f1 − m (f5 + mf6) −

f4 − mf8
2

] ∣∣∣∣∣
Eq. (92)

,

F2(Q
2)

2m
= f3 − mf4 −

[
B′(−m2) − mA′(−m2)

]

+
Q2

2

[
f5 + mf6 −

f8
2

] ∣∣∣∣∣
Eq. (92)

.

(96)

Current matrix element: + ++χ
µ)1−Gχ̄=〉H|µJ|H〈
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A. Fermion-photon vertex

We start with a discussion of the fermion-photon ver-
tex as it provides the template for the two-photon case.
It satisfies the Ward-Takahashi identity

Qµ Γµ(k, Q) = S−1(k+) − S−1(k−) , (70)

where Q is the photon momentum, k is the relative mo-
mentum of the quark, and k± = k ± Q/2 are the quark
momenta. The inverse dressed quark propagator reads

S−1(k) = i/k A(k2) + B(k2) , (71)

and the renormalization-point independent mass func-
tion of the fermion is given by M(k2) = B(k2)/A(k2).
Eq. (70) is solved by the Ball-Chiu vertex [52]

Γµ
BC(k, Q) = iγµ ΣA + 2kµ(i/k ∆A + ∆B), (72)

where the functions

ΣA(k, Q) :=
A(k2

+) + A(k2
−)

2
,

∆A(k, Q) :=
A(k2

+) − A(k2
−)

k2
+ − k2

−
,

∆B(k, Q) :=
B(k2

+) − B(k2
−)

k2
+ − k2

−

(73)

are completely determined by the dressed fermion prop-
agator and free of kinematic singularities.

The full vertex is then the sum of the Ball-Chiu part
and a transverse piece that is not constrained by the
WTI:

Γµ(k, Q) = Γµ
BC(k, Q) + Γµ

T(k, Q) . (74)

Γµ
T consists of eight independent tensor structures. An-

alyticity at vanishing photon momentum requires Γµ
T to

vanish in the limit Qµ = 0, either via appropriate mo-
mentum dependencies of the basis elements, vanishing
dressing functions, or kinematic relations between the
dressing functions in that limit. In order to find eight
kinematically independent dressing functions, we want
to express Γµ

T in a basis that is free of kinematic singu-
larities and ’minimal’ with respect to its powers in the
photon momentum. Since the construction of the two-
photon vertex is closely related to the one-photon case,
we illustrate the problem here in detail.

The general fermion-photon vertex with quantum
numbers JPC = 1−− vertex consists of 12 tensor struc-
tures which can be chosen as

(+) γµ

(−) [γµ, /k]

(+) [γµ, /Q]

(+) [γµ, /k, /Q]

(+) kµ

(+) kµ/k

(−) kµ /Q

(+) kµ[/k, /Q]

(−) Qµ

(−) Qµ/k

(+) Qµ /Q

(−) Qµ[/k, /Q].

(75)

To ensure definite charge-conjugation symmetry (indi-
cated by the signs in the brackets) we have used the

commutator for the product of two γ matrices and the
totally antisymmetric combination

[A, B, C] := [A, B] C + [B, C] A + [C, A] B (76)

for three γ matrices. If the odd basis tensors are multi-
plied with a factor k · Q, the full vertex satisfies

Γµ(k, Q) = C Γµ(−k,−Q)TCT = −Γµ(k,−Q) (77)

with scalar dressing functions that are even in k · Q.
The transverse part of the vertex consists of eight

tensor structures that are constructed from Eq. (75).
The two elements [γµ, /Q] and [γµ, /k, /Q] are transverse by
themselves. In principle one could apply the transverse
projector

Tµν
Q = δµν − QµQν

Q2
(78)

to the remaining elements from the first two columns of
Eq. (75) to obtain the basis decomposition

−iΓµ
T = g1γ

µ
T + g2 k ·Q i

2 [γµ
T , /k]

+ g3
i
2 [γµ, /Q] + g4

1
6 [γµ, /k, /Q]

+ kµ
T

(
ig5 + g6 /k + g7 k ·Q /Q + g8

i
2 [/k, /Q]

)
,

(79)

where

γµ
T = Tµν

Q γν , kµ
T = Tµν

Q kν . (80)

We have attached prefactors so that the scalar dressing
functions gi(k

2, k · Q, Q2) are even in k · Q and real for
k2 > 0, Q2 ∈ R. However, since the projector (78) con-
tains a kinematic singularity at Q2 → 0, the resulting
dressing functions are kinematically dependent: the four
combinations

g1 + (k · Q)2g7 , g2 − g8 , g5 , g6 (81)

must vanish with Q2 for Q2 → 0. Instead of the pro-
jector (78) one could equally apply Q2 Tµν

Q which has
no kinematic singularity; unfortunately this overcompen-
sates the problem since g1, g2, g7, g8 do not need to vanish
individually when Q2 goes to zero.

A basis decomposition where all dressing functions are
truly kinematically independent is given by [53–55]

−iΓµ
T = f1 Q2 γµ

T + f2 k ·Q Q2 i
2 [γµ

T , /k]

+ f3
i
2 [γµ, /Q] + f4

1
6 [γµ, /k, /Q]

+ if5 Q2 kµ
T + f6 Q2 kµ

T /k

+ f7 k ·Q (k ·Q γµ − kµ /Q)

+ f8
i
2 [k ·Q γµ − kµ /Q, /k].

(82)

It satisfies the requirements of Eq. (81) since

f1 Q2 = g1 + (k · Q)2g7 ,

f2 Q2 = g2 − g8 ,

f3 = g3 ,

f4 = g4 ,

f5 Q2 = g5 ,

f6 Q2 = g6 ,

−f7 = g7 ,

f8 = g8 .

(83)
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Q which has
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νaµb−µνb δ·a:=ab
µνt
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Figure 2: Left panel: {Q2,Q′2} plane in the variables X and Z. The abbreviations RCS, VCS, VVCS and
TCS denote real, virtual, doubly virtual and timelike Compton scattering. The colored area describes the
spacelike region. Right panel: Mandelstam plane for real Compton scattering in the variables t and Y . The
physical s−channel region corresponds to Y ≥ 1. The inserted lines visualize the resonance locations: the
t−channel scalar and pion poles (dashed), s− and u−channel nucleon poles from the Born terms (solid),
and nucleon resonances (dotted). Our Mandelstam variables s and u are shifted by −M2 compared to their
usual definition, so that s = 0 and u = 0 correspond to the nucleon pole locations.

Direct experimental information is available in the kinematic limits of real (RCS), virtual
(VCS) and doubly-virtual forward Compton scattering (VVCS), where one or several Lorentz-
invariant combinations of the photon momenta vanish, cf. Fig. 2. The structure of the scattering
amplitude in these limits is closely tied to electromagnetic gauge invariance which entails that
J̃µν = Jµν

B + Jµν is transverse with respect to the incoming and outgoing photon momenta. In
general, Jµν

B and Jµν are not individually transverse since the intermediate nucleon in Eq. (2.1)
is offshell, and the separation into a Born term and a structure part is in principle arbitrary as the
former contains also an offshell nucleon-photon vertex. In that respect it is useful to employ the
onshell Dirac form for the vertex with Dirac and Pauli form factors F1 and F2,

−iΓµ
N(Q) = F1(Q2)γµ +

iF2(Q2)

4M
[γµ , /Q] , (2.2)

since it guarantees that the Born term, and hence also the structure part, are transverse on their own
even in offshell kinematics. This is usually not true for other onshell-equivalent forms of Eq. (2.2).
Transversality and analyticity then imply that Jµν is at least linear in both photon four-momenta Q
and Q′, whereas the Born term and its irregular low-energy limit is determined by experimentally
known nucleon properties. This is the essence of the low-energy theorem for Compton scattering,
see Ref. [16] for a detailed discussion.

The structure part can now be decomposed in terms of 18 transverse tensor structures:

Jµν(P,Σ,∆) =
18

∑
i=1

Fi(t,X ,Y,Z)T
µν
i (P,Σ,∆), (2.3)
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Fig. 11. World data on the electric GP of the proton, with statistical and total error bar.
The points are obtained by LEX (squares) or DR (filled circles) analyses. The theoretical
curves correspond to the same calculations as in figure 10.

This behaviour near Q2 = 0.3 GeV2 is puzzling and unexpected, since all models
predict a smooth fall-off. It could be an indication of a physical “structure” at inter-
mediate Q2; however this statement should be taken with caution. More studies can
and should be conducted on the existing samples, e.g. one could perform a consistent
“direct DR fit” of αE at Q2 = 0.33 GeV2 (MAMI data) [58], or study in more detail
the influence of the choice of proton form factors. Regarding this last point, it is clear
that the recent MAMI data for Gp

E and Gp
M [59] provides a new and precise parame-

terisation, which will improve the accuracy of the determination of VCS observables
at intermediate Q2.
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Figure 2: Left panel: {Q2,Q′2} plane in the variables X and Z. The abbreviations RCS, VCS, VVCS and
TCS denote real, virtual, doubly virtual and timelike Compton scattering. The colored area describes the
spacelike region. Right panel: Mandelstam plane for real Compton scattering in the variables t and Y . The
physical s−channel region corresponds to Y ≥ 1. The inserted lines visualize the resonance locations: the
t−channel scalar and pion poles (dashed), s− and u−channel nucleon poles from the Born terms (solid),
and nucleon resonances (dotted). Our Mandelstam variables s and u are shifted by −M2 compared to their
usual definition, so that s = 0 and u = 0 correspond to the nucleon pole locations.

Direct experimental information is available in the kinematic limits of real (RCS), virtual
(VCS) and doubly-virtual forward Compton scattering (VVCS), where one or several Lorentz-
invariant combinations of the photon momenta vanish, cf. Fig. 2. The structure of the scattering
amplitude in these limits is closely tied to electromagnetic gauge invariance which entails that
J̃µν = Jµν

B + Jµν is transverse with respect to the incoming and outgoing photon momenta. In
general, Jµν

B and Jµν are not individually transverse since the intermediate nucleon in Eq. (2.1)
is offshell, and the separation into a Born term and a structure part is in principle arbitrary as the
former contains also an offshell nucleon-photon vertex. In that respect it is useful to employ the
onshell Dirac form for the vertex with Dirac and Pauli form factors F1 and F2,

−iΓµ
N(Q) = F1(Q2)γµ +

iF2(Q2)

4M
[γµ , /Q] , (2.2)

since it guarantees that the Born term, and hence also the structure part, are transverse on their own
even in offshell kinematics. This is usually not true for other onshell-equivalent forms of Eq. (2.2).
Transversality and analyticity then imply that Jµν is at least linear in both photon four-momenta Q
and Q′, whereas the Born term and its irregular low-energy limit is determined by experimentally
known nucleon properties. This is the essence of the low-energy theorem for Compton scattering,
see Ref. [16] for a detailed discussion.

The structure part can now be decomposed in terms of 18 transverse tensor structures:

Jµν(P,Σ,∆) =
18

∑
i=1

Fi(t,X ,Y,Z)T
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i (P,Σ,∆), (2.3)
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B + Jµν is transverse with respect to the incoming and outgoing photon momenta. In
general, Jµν

B and Jµν are not individually transverse since the intermediate nucleon in Eq. (2.1)
is offshell, and the separation into a Born term and a structure part is in principle arbitrary as the
former contains also an offshell nucleon-photon vertex. In that respect it is useful to employ the
onshell Dirac form for the vertex with Dirac and Pauli form factors F1 and F2,

−iΓµ
N(Q) = F1(Q2)γµ +

iF2(Q2)

4M
[γµ , /Q] , (2.2)

since it guarantees that the Born term, and hence also the structure part, are transverse on their own
even in offshell kinematics. This is usually not true for other onshell-equivalent forms of Eq. (2.2).
Transversality and analyticity then imply that Jµν is at least linear in both photon four-momenta Q
and Q′, whereas the Born term and its irregular low-energy limit is determined by experimentally
known nucleon properties. This is the essence of the low-energy theorem for Compton scattering,
see Ref. [16] for a detailed discussion.

The structure part can now be decomposed in terms of 18 transverse tensor structures:

Jµν(P,Σ,∆) =
18

∑
i=1

Fi(t,X ,Y,Z)T
µν
i (P,Σ,∆), (2.3)

3

Mandelstam 
plane in RCS:

4-dim phase space simpler in Lorentz-invariant
hyperspherical variables t, X, Y, Z:
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with coefficients that depend on four Lorentz-invariant kinematic variables. For example, one can
work with the Mandelstam variable1 t, the incoming and outgoing photon virtualities, and the
dimensionless photon crossing variable ν :

∆2

4M2 = t ,
Q2

4M2 = τ ,
Q′2

4M2 = τ ′,
Σ ·P
M2 = −ν . (2.4)

We find it convenient to construct alternative variables from P, Σ and ∆:

∆2

4M2 = t ,
Σ2

M2 =: tX , P̂ · Σ̂T =: Y , Σ̂ · ∆̂ =: Z , (2.5)

where hats denote normalized four-momenta and the subscript T refers to a transverse projection
with respect to the momentum transfer ∆; see Ref. [9] for details. Since the nucleon momenta are
onshell, one has P2 = −M2(1+ t) and P ·∆ = 0.

The second choice is practical since the resulting phase space becomes quite simple, see Fig. 2.
The spacelike domain that enters two-photon exchange integrals with charged sources is the region
t, X > 0 and Y , Z ∈ (−1,1). Real Compton scattering corresponds to X =−1 and Z = 0, where the
physical s−channel region is defined by t ≥ 0 and Y ≥ 1, with t = 0 forward and Y = 1 backward
scattering. The generalized polarizabilities are defined in the limit X = Z = 1 and Y = 0, and
forward VVCS corresponds to t = 0 and Z = 0. While the structure part Jµν is analytic in these
limits with respect to the nucleon poles, it still contains s− and u−channel nucleon resonances,
t−channel meson poles, ρ−meson poles at fixed Q2 and Q′2, and various cut structures from
intermediate meson-exchange contributions.

It is desirable to work with a tensor basis Tµν
i in Eq. (2.3) that is free of kinematic singular-

ities and implements the analyticity constraints per construction, so that the resulting 18 dressing
functions remain constant when either of the kinematic variables vanishes. Such bases have been
constructed in the literature, see [17 – 19] and references therein, but the resulting expressions can
become quite lengthy. In Ref. [9] we have proposed an alternative, compact tensor basis which is
regular in these kinematic limits. The template for its construction is the simpler case of a fermion-
photon vertex, where we define the quantities

tµν
ab := a ·bδ µν −bµaν , εµν

ab := γ5 εµναβ aαbβ , (2.6)

with aµ ,bµ ∈ {Pµ , Qµ , Q′µ}. Both expressions are regular in the limits a → 0 or b → 0, and tµν
ab is

transverse to aµ and bν whereas εµν
ab is transverse to a and b in both Lorentz indices. We combine

them via

E
µα,βν
± (a,b) := 1

2

(
εµα

Q′a′ ε
βν
bQ ± εµα

Q′b′ ε
βν
aQ

)
,

F
µα,βν
± (a,b) := 1

2

(
tµα
Q′a′ t

βν
bQ ± tµα

Q′b′ t
βν
aQ

)
,

G
µα,βν
± (a,b) := 1

2

(
εµα

Q′a′ t
βν
bQ ± tµα

Q′b′ ε
βν
aQ

)
,

(2.7)

1Note that in Euclidean kinematics all scalar products pick up a minus sign and that our definition of t differs by a
factor −4M2 from the standard convention in the literature.
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Compton scattering

All direct measurements in kinematic limits 
(RCS, VCS, forward limit).

Em. gauge invariance ⟹ Compton amplitude is fully transverse. 
Analyticity constrains 1PI part in these limits (low-energy theorem).

Need tensor basis free of kinematic singularities (18 elements). Complicated...
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Figure 3: Tensor basis for nucleon Compton scattering.

E+(P,P) (++)

F+(P,P) (++)

G+(P,P) (++)

G−(P,P) (−−)

Ẽ+(P,P) (−+)

F̃+(P,P) (−+)

G̃+(P,P) (−−)

G̃−(P,P) (++)

F+(P,Q) (−+)

G+(P,Q) (−+)

F−(P,Q) (+−)

G−(P,Q) (+−)

F+(Q,Q) (++)

F̃+(P,Q) (++)

G̃+(P,Q) (+−)

F̃−(P,Q) (−−)

G̃−(P,Q) (−+)

F̃+(Q,Q) (−+)

Table 1: Transverse, orthonormal tensor basis for the onshell nucleon Compton amplitude, together with the
photon-crossing and charge-conjugation symmetries for each element. The tensor structures Yi correspond
to the dressing functions Fi in Eq. (??) and the structures Yi /s to the functions Gi.

RCS: The same argument in RCS leaves only 8 independent tensor structures, of which 2
are now additionally forbidden by CC invariance (Z=0 in RCS and the antisymmetric dressing
functions must vanish). The remaining six structures can be related to those of Prange [?] or
L’vov [?]. E+(p, p) encodes the magnetic polarizability β and F+(p, p) the electric polarizability
α .

E+(p, p),

Ẽ+(p, p),

F+(p, p),

F̃+(p, p),

G+(p, p),

G̃−(p, p).
(1.12)

Forward VVCS: only four structures survive; the remaining ones are not all zero but are lin-
early dependent.

E+(p, p),

Ẽ+(p, p),

F+(p, p),

F̃+(p, p).
(1.13)

They encode the nucleon structure functions...
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5

Table 1: 18-dimensional, regular tensor basis for nucleon Compton scattering as defined in Eq. (2.8); we
suppressed the Lorentz indices µν for better readability. To ensure that all dressing functions are even
in the variables Y and Z, the elements with (−+), (−−) or (+−) must be multiplied with (P · Σ) ∼ Y ,
(Σ ·∆) ∼ Z, or (P ·Σ)(Σ ·∆) ∼ Y Z, respectively. The colored boxes show which elements survive in the
various kinematic limits of RCS, VCS and forward VVCS; we also highlighted the five elements that remain
for a scalar Compton vertex.

where primed momenta are obtained from a = P, Q, Q′ ↔ a′ = P, Q′, Q. These tensors are now
symmetric or antisymmetric under photon crossing and charge conjugation, transverse with respect
to Q′µ and Qν , at least linear in both momenta, and free of kinematic singularities. They also have
a simple Dirac structure as they are either proportional to 1 or γ5. We finally define the contractions

E
µν
± (a,b) = Λ f

+E
µα,αν
± (a,b)Λi

+ ,

Ẽ
µν
± (a,b) = Λ f

+E
µα,βν
± (a,b) 1

6

[
γα ,γβ , /P

]
Λi

+ ,
(2.8)

with analogous expressions for F and G, where we have used the totally antisymmetric combination
of three γ−matrices, [A, B, C] := [A, B] C +[B, C] A+[C, A] B.

A complete, linearly independent tensor basis free of kinematic singularities is then given
by the 18 elements in Table 1. Each basis element is symmetric or antisymmetric under pho-
ton crossing and/or charge conjugation which is indicated by the signs in the brackets (the first
sign corresponds to photon crossing and the second to charge conjugation). Since the variable Y
from Eq. (2.5) is proportional to the crossing variable, it switches sign under photon crossing; the
skewness variable Z ∼ τ − τ ′ flips its sign under both operations. By attaching appropriate combi-
nations of Y and Z to the basis elements one ensures that all Lorentz-invariant dressing functions
Fi(t,X ,Y,Z) are even in both Y and Z.

A real photon has only two physical polarizations, so that a contraction with the photon polar-
ization vectors in the limits of VCS (Q′2 = 0) and RCS (Q2 = Q′2 = 0) eliminates certain tensor
structures, or makes them linearly dependent upon each other, due to the prefactors Q2 or Q′2 that
appear in the quantities tµν

QQ and tµν
Q′Q′ of Eq. (2.6). In the forward limit: Qµ = Q′µ , so that several

basis elements vanish or become redundant as well. In addition, the structures that are odd under
charge conjugation disappear in RCS and forward VVCS as they are multiplied with a factor Z = 0.
This leaves 12 independent structures for VCS, six elements for RCS, and four independent ele-
ments in the case of forward VVCS, in agreement with previous analyses. Eµν

+ (P,P) encodes the
magnetic polarizability β and F

µν
+ (P,P) the electric polarizability α . Table 1 also contains the five

spin-independent structures that appear in the Compton amplitude of a scalar particle.

5

, . . .
ν′Q

µ′, QνQµ, Q
ν′QµQ∼

Polarizabilities = coefficients of tensor structures 
that vanish like
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Tensor basis?

Transversality, analyticity and Bose symmetry
makes the construction extremely difficult...

µγ=1τ
νQµνσ=2τ

 

Tarrach,  
Nuovo Cim.  28 (1975)
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Transverse tensor basis for 

Transverse onshell basis:   GE, Fischer,  PRD 87 (2013) &  PoS Conf. X (2012)

Simple

analytic in all limits

manifest crossing and 
charge-conjugation symmetry

scalar & pion pole only
in a few Compton form factors

Tarrach‘s basis can be cast
in a similar form
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Table 1: Transverse, orthonormal tensor basis for the onshell nucleon Compton amplitude, together with the
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Table 1: 18-dimensional, regular tensor basis for nucleon Compton scattering as defined in Eq. (2.8); we
suppressed the Lorentz indices µν for better readability. To ensure that all dressing functions are even
in the variables Y and Z, the elements with (−+), (−−) or (+−) must be multiplied with (P · Σ) ∼ Y ,
(Σ ·∆) ∼ Z, or (P ·Σ)(Σ ·∆) ∼ Y Z, respectively. The colored boxes show which elements survive in the
various kinematic limits of RCS, VCS and forward VVCS; we also highlighted the five elements that remain
for a scalar Compton vertex.

where primed momenta are obtained from a = P, Q, Q′ ↔ a′ = P, Q′, Q. These tensors are now
symmetric or antisymmetric under photon crossing and charge conjugation, transverse with respect
to Q′µ and Qν , at least linear in both momenta, and free of kinematic singularities. They also have
a simple Dirac structure as they are either proportional to 1 or γ5. We finally define the contractions

E
µν
± (a,b) = Λ f

+E
µα,αν
± (a,b)Λi

+ ,

Ẽ
µν
± (a,b) = Λ f

+E
µα,βν
± (a,b) 1

6

[
γα ,γβ , /P

]
Λi

+ ,
(2.8)

with analogous expressions for F and G, where we have used the totally antisymmetric combination
of three γ−matrices, [A, B, C] := [A, B] C +[B, C] A+[C, A] B.

A complete, linearly independent tensor basis free of kinematic singularities is then given
by the 18 elements in Table 1. Each basis element is symmetric or antisymmetric under pho-
ton crossing and/or charge conjugation which is indicated by the signs in the brackets (the first
sign corresponds to photon crossing and the second to charge conjugation). Since the variable Y
from Eq. (2.5) is proportional to the crossing variable, it switches sign under photon crossing; the
skewness variable Z ∼ τ − τ ′ flips its sign under both operations. By attaching appropriate combi-
nations of Y and Z to the basis elements one ensures that all Lorentz-invariant dressing functions
Fi(t,X ,Y,Z) are even in both Y and Z.

A real photon has only two physical polarizations, so that a contraction with the photon polar-
ization vectors in the limits of VCS (Q′2 = 0) and RCS (Q2 = Q′2 = 0) eliminates certain tensor
structures, or makes them linearly dependent upon each other, due to the prefactors Q2 or Q′2 that
appear in the quantities tµν

QQ and tµν
Q′Q′ of Eq. (2.6). In the forward limit: Qµ = Q′µ , so that several

basis elements vanish or become redundant as well. In addition, the structures that are odd under
charge conjugation disappear in RCS and forward VVCS as they are multiplied with a factor Z = 0.
This leaves 12 independent structures for VCS, six elements for RCS, and four independent ele-
ments in the case of forward VVCS, in agreement with previous analyses. Eµν

+ (P,P) encodes the
magnetic polarizability β and F

µν
+ (P,P) the electric polarizability α . Table 1 also contains the five

spin-independent structures that appear in the Compton amplitude of a scalar particle.
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Table 1: 18-dimensional, regular tensor basis for nucleon Compton scattering as defined in Eq. (2.8); we
suppressed the Lorentz indices µν for better readability. To ensure that all dressing functions are even
in the variables Y and Z, the elements with (−+), (−−) or (+−) must be multiplied with (P · Σ) ∼ Y ,
(Σ ·∆) ∼ Z, or (P ·Σ)(Σ ·∆) ∼ Y Z, respectively. The colored boxes show which elements survive in the
various kinematic limits of RCS, VCS and forward VVCS; we also highlighted the five elements that remain
for a scalar Compton vertex.

where primed momenta are obtained from a = P, Q, Q′ ↔ a′ = P, Q′, Q. These tensors are now
symmetric or antisymmetric under photon crossing and charge conjugation, transverse with respect
to Q′µ and Qν , at least linear in both momenta, and free of kinematic singularities. They also have
a simple Dirac structure as they are either proportional to 1 or γ5. We finally define the contractions

E
µν
± (a,b) = Λ f

+E
µα,αν
± (a,b)Λi

+ ,

Ẽ
µν
± (a,b) = Λ f

+E
µα,βν
± (a,b) 1

6

[
γα ,γβ , /P

]
Λi

+ ,
(2.8)

with analogous expressions for F and G, where we have used the totally antisymmetric combination
of three γ−matrices, [A, B, C] := [A, B] C +[B, C] A+[C, A] B.

A complete, linearly independent tensor basis free of kinematic singularities is then given
by the 18 elements in Table 1. Each basis element is symmetric or antisymmetric under pho-
ton crossing and/or charge conjugation which is indicated by the signs in the brackets (the first
sign corresponds to photon crossing and the second to charge conjugation). Since the variable Y
from Eq. (2.5) is proportional to the crossing variable, it switches sign under photon crossing; the
skewness variable Z ∼ τ − τ ′ flips its sign under both operations. By attaching appropriate combi-
nations of Y and Z to the basis elements one ensures that all Lorentz-invariant dressing functions
Fi(t,X ,Y,Z) are even in both Y and Z.

A real photon has only two physical polarizations, so that a contraction with the photon polar-
ization vectors in the limits of VCS (Q′2 = 0) and RCS (Q2 = Q′2 = 0) eliminates certain tensor
structures, or makes them linearly dependent upon each other, due to the prefactors Q2 or Q′2 that
appear in the quantities tµν

QQ and tµν
Q′Q′ of Eq. (2.6). In the forward limit: Qµ = Q′µ , so that several

basis elements vanish or become redundant as well. In addition, the structures that are odd under
charge conjugation disappear in RCS and forward VVCS as they are multiplied with a factor Z = 0.
This leaves 12 independent structures for VCS, six elements for RCS, and four independent ele-
ments in the case of forward VVCS, in agreement with previous analyses. Eµν

+ (P,P) encodes the
magnetic polarizability β and F

µν
+ (P,P) the electric polarizability α . Table 1 also contains the five

spin-independent structures that appear in the Compton amplitude of a scalar particle.
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RCS: The same argument in RCS leaves only 8 independent tensor structures, of which 2
are now additionally forbidden by CC invariance (Z=0 in RCS and the antisymmetric dressing
functions must vanish). The remaining six structures can be related to those of Prange [?] or
L’vov [?]. E+(p, p) encodes the magnetic polarizability β and F+(p, p) the electric polarizability
α .

E+(p, p),

Ẽ+(p, p),

F+(p, p),

F̃+(p, p),

G+(p, p),

G̃−(p, p).
(1.12)

Forward VVCS: only four structures survive; the remaining ones are not all zero but are lin-
early dependent.

E+(p, p),

Ẽ+(p, p),

F+(p, p),

F̃+(p, p).
(1.13)

They encode the nucleon structure functions...
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Table 1: 18-dimensional, regular tensor basis for nucleon Compton scattering as defined in Eq. (2.8); we
suppressed the Lorentz indices µν for better readability. To ensure that all dressing functions are even
in the variables Y and Z, the elements with (−+), (−−) or (+−) must be multiplied with (P · Σ) ∼ Y ,
(Σ ·∆) ∼ Z, or (P ·Σ)(Σ ·∆) ∼ Y Z, respectively. The colored boxes show which elements survive in the
various kinematic limits of RCS, VCS and forward VVCS; we also highlighted the five elements that remain
for a scalar Compton vertex.

where primed momenta are obtained from a = P, Q, Q′ ↔ a′ = P, Q′, Q. These tensors are now
symmetric or antisymmetric under photon crossing and charge conjugation, transverse with respect
to Q′µ and Qν , at least linear in both momenta, and free of kinematic singularities. They also have
a simple Dirac structure as they are either proportional to 1 or γ5. We finally define the contractions

E
µν
± (a,b) = Λ f

+E
µα,αν
± (a,b)Λi

+ ,

Ẽ
µν
± (a,b) = Λ f

+E
µα,βν
± (a,b) 1

6

[
γα ,γβ , /P

]
Λi

+ ,
(2.8)

with analogous expressions for F and G, where we have used the totally antisymmetric combination
of three γ−matrices, [A, B, C] := [A, B] C +[B, C] A+[C, A] B.

A complete, linearly independent tensor basis free of kinematic singularities is then given
by the 18 elements in Table 1. Each basis element is symmetric or antisymmetric under pho-
ton crossing and/or charge conjugation which is indicated by the signs in the brackets (the first
sign corresponds to photon crossing and the second to charge conjugation). Since the variable Y
from Eq. (2.5) is proportional to the crossing variable, it switches sign under photon crossing; the
skewness variable Z ∼ τ − τ ′ flips its sign under both operations. By attaching appropriate combi-
nations of Y and Z to the basis elements one ensures that all Lorentz-invariant dressing functions
Fi(t,X ,Y,Z) are even in both Y and Z.

A real photon has only two physical polarizations, so that a contraction with the photon polar-
ization vectors in the limits of VCS (Q′2 = 0) and RCS (Q2 = Q′2 = 0) eliminates certain tensor
structures, or makes them linearly dependent upon each other, due to the prefactors Q2 or Q′2 that
appear in the quantities tµν

QQ and tµν
Q′Q′ of Eq. (2.6). In the forward limit: Qµ = Q′µ , so that several

basis elements vanish or become redundant as well. In addition, the structures that are odd under
charge conjugation disappear in RCS and forward VVCS as they are multiplied with a factor Z = 0.
This leaves 12 independent structures for VCS, six elements for RCS, and four independent ele-
ments in the case of forward VVCS, in agreement with previous analyses. Eµν

+ (P,P) encodes the
magnetic polarizability β and F

µν
+ (P,P) the electric polarizability α . Table 1 also contains the five

spin-independent structures that appear in the Compton amplitude of a scalar particle.
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Generalize transverse projectors: 

(exhausts all possibilities) 

Apply Bose-(anti-)symmetric combinations 

νaµb−µνb δ·a:=ab
µνt

βbαaµναβε5γ:=ab
µνε

}′p, Q,Q∈ {a, b

obtain
16 quadratic,
40 cubic
16 quartic terms
⟹ 72 in total � 

no kinematic 
singularities � 

16

with the scalar functions Hi defined in (125), and for the
elements i = 2, 4, 5, 6 we have

Γ̃µν
i=2,4,5,6 = Hµ

i τν
i (p, Q) + H ′

i
ν
τµ
i (p,−Q′)

− 1
4

[
Hµ

i τν
i (−Q′, Q) + H ′

i
ν
τµ
i (Q,−Q′)

]

+ 2kα [Hi τ
νµα
i (Q) + H ′

i τµνα
i (−Q′)] .

(132)

The full result for the WTI-preserving fermion-
Compton vertex is therefore the sum of Eq. (111), which
is completely fixed by the dressed fermion propagator,

plus the eight Γ̃µν
i that contribute to Γ̃µν

T in Eq.(120).
These are fixed by the transverse part of the fermion-
photon vertex.

D. Fully transverse part of the Compton vertex

Having determined the WTI-preserving part of the
fermion-Compton vertex, the remainder in the represen-
tation (??) is transverse with respect to Q′µ or Qν . In the
case of the nucleon, this is actually the only part of the
full Compton amplitude Jµν — with Born terms included
— that survives since the r.h.s. of the onshell Compton
WTI vanishes: the nucleon’s Compton amplitude is fully
transverse and must vanish at Q = 0, Q′ = 0.

In order to determine nucleon polarizabilities we would
ideally have to find an analogue to Eq. (??): from
Sec. (??) we know that there are 9 × 8 = 72 indepen-
dent transverse basis elements in the general case and
9 × 2 = 18 transverse basis elements on the mass shell.
Ideally we would like to classify them according to the
same principles as in the one-photon case: they should be
symmetric (or antisymmetric) under charge-conjugation
and Bose exchange; free of kinematic singularities in any
of the limits u, u′, w → 0 and u, u′ → ±w so that the
dressing functions are regular in those limits.

Such bases have been constructed in the literature [2,
3, 5, 6] but it would be nice to find a simple and sys-
tematic construction principle. One can generalize the
construction of Eqs (??–??) to the Compton case. To
that end we start from the ten combinations that are
independent of the photon momenta:

ραβ1 = δαβ

ραβ2 = δαβ /p

ραβ3 =
[
γα, γβ

]

ραβ4 =
[
γα, γβ , /p

]

ραβ5 = pαγβ + γαpβ

ραβ6 =
[
pαγβ + γαpβ , /p

]

ραβ7 = pαγβ − γαpβ

ραβ8 =
[
pαγβ − γαpβ , /p

]

ραβ9 = pαpβ

ραβ10 = pαpβ /p

(133)

In the fourth row we have used the traceless and anti-
symmetric combination

[A, B, C] := [A, B] C + [B, C] A + [C, A] B . (134)

The transverse Compton vertex can be reconstructed
from the ρi by contracting with suitable tensor structures
that are transverse with respect to Q′µ and Qν and free of
kinematic singularities. The ρi have manifest Bose- and
charge-conjugation symmetry properties, and we want
to retain this feature for the projection operators. The
possible generalizations of Eq. (116) from the one-photon
case to the two-photon vertex are given by

Eµα,βν
± (a, b) :=

1

2

(
εµαQ′a εβνbQ ± εµαQ′b′ εβνa′Q

)
,

Fµα,βν
± (a, b) :=

1

2

(
tµαQ′a tβνbQ ± tµαQ′b′ tβνa′Q

)
,

Gµα,βν
± (a, b) :=

1

2

(
εµαQ′a tβνbQ ± tµαQ′b′ εβνa′Q

)
,

(135)

where aµ, bµ ∈ {pµ, Qµ, Q′µ}, and primed quantities are
obtained from photon crossing Q ↔ −Q′. These tensors
are free of kinematic singularities, symmetric or antisym-
metric under Bose or charge conjugation, and linear in all
momenta Q, Q′, a and b. The transverse basis elements
of the Compton vertex are then contained in the set

Eµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) ,

Fµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) ,

Gµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) .

(136)

Since there are only 72 independent transverse ele-
ments, it is clear that there will be linear dependencies
between the possible combinations in Eq. (??). The de-
tailed analysis yields a maximum set of 16 linearly inde-
pendent elements which carry two powers of the photon
momenta; they can be chosen as





Eµα,βν
+ (p, p)

Fµα,βν
+ (p, p)

Gµα,βν
± (p, p)



× ραβ1...4(p) . (137)

There are 40 further cubic elements

{
Fµα,βν
± (p, Q)

Gµα,βν
± (p, Q)

}
× ραβ1...6(p),

{
Fµα,βν
± (p, Q′)

Gµα,βν
± (p, Q′)

}
× ραβ3...6(p)

(138)

and 16 that come with four powers of Q, Q′:

Fµα,βν
+ (Q′, Q) ραβ1...8(p),

Gµα,βν
± (Q, Q) ραβ3...6(p).

(139)

Note that five spin-independent combinations are encap-

µνΓ

to structures
independent
of Q, Q  :  ′
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with the scalar functions Hi defined in (125), and for the
elements i = 2, 4, 5, 6 we have

Γ̃µν
i=2,4,5,6 = Hµ

i τν
i (p, Q) + H ′

i
ν
τµ
i (p,−Q′)

− 1
4

[
Hµ

i τν
i (−Q′, Q) + H ′

i
ν
τµ
i (Q,−Q′)

]

+ 2kα [Hi τ
νµα
i (Q) + H ′

i τµνα
i (−Q′)] .

(132)

The full result for the WTI-preserving fermion-
Compton vertex is therefore the sum of Eq. (111), which
is completely fixed by the dressed fermion propagator,

plus the eight Γ̃µν
i that contribute to Γ̃µν

T in Eq.(120).
These are fixed by the transverse part of the fermion-
photon vertex.

D. Fully transverse part of the Compton vertex

Having determined the WTI-preserving part of the
fermion-Compton vertex, the remainder in the represen-
tation (??) is transverse with respect to Q′µ or Qν . In the
case of the nucleon, this is actually the only part of the
full Compton amplitude Jµν — with Born terms included
— that survives since the r.h.s. of the onshell Compton
WTI vanishes: the nucleon’s Compton amplitude is fully
transverse and must vanish at Q = 0, Q′ = 0.

In order to determine nucleon polarizabilities we would
ideally have to find an analogue to Eq. (??): from
Sec. (??) we know that there are 9 × 8 = 72 indepen-
dent transverse basis elements in the general case and
9 × 2 = 18 transverse basis elements on the mass shell.
Ideally we would like to classify them according to the
same principles as in the one-photon case: they should be
symmetric (or antisymmetric) under charge-conjugation
and Bose exchange; free of kinematic singularities in any
of the limits u, u′, w → 0 and u, u′ → ±w so that the
dressing functions are regular in those limits.

Such bases have been constructed in the literature [2,
3, 5, 6] but it would be nice to find a simple and sys-
tematic construction principle. One can generalize the
construction of Eqs (??–??) to the Compton case. To
that end we start from the ten combinations that are
independent of the photon momenta:

ραβ1 = δαβ

ραβ2 = δαβ /p

ραβ3 =
[
γα, γβ

]

ραβ4 =
[
γα, γβ , /p

]

ραβ5 = pαγβ + γαpβ

ραβ6 =
[
pαγβ + γαpβ , /p

]

ραβ7 = pαγβ − γαpβ

ραβ8 =
[
pαγβ − γαpβ , /p

]

ραβ9 = pαpβ

ραβ10 = pαpβ /p

(133)

In the fourth row we have used the traceless and anti-
symmetric combination

[A, B, C] := [A, B] C + [B, C] A + [C, A] B . (134)

The transverse Compton vertex can be reconstructed
from the ρi by contracting with suitable tensor structures
that are transverse with respect to Q′µ and Qν and free of
kinematic singularities. The ρi have manifest Bose- and
charge-conjugation symmetry properties, and we want
to retain this feature for the projection operators. The
possible generalizations of Eq. (116) from the one-photon
case to the two-photon vertex are given by

Eµα,βν
± (a, b) :=

1

2

(
εµαQ′a εβνbQ ± εµαQ′b′ εβνa′Q

)
,

Fµα,βν
± (a, b) :=

1

2

(
tµαQ′a tβνbQ ± tµαQ′b′ tβνa′Q

)
,

Gµα,βν
± (a, b) :=

1

2

(
εµαQ′a tβνbQ ± tµαQ′b′ εβνa′Q

)
,

(135)

where aµ, bµ ∈ {pµ, Qµ, Q′µ}, and primed quantities are
obtained from photon crossing Q ↔ −Q′. These tensors
are free of kinematic singularities, symmetric or antisym-
metric under Bose or charge conjugation, and linear in all
momenta Q, Q′, a and b. The transverse basis elements
of the Compton vertex are then contained in the set

Eµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) ,

Fµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) ,

Gµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) .

(136)

Since there are only 72 independent transverse ele-
ments, it is clear that there will be linear dependencies
between the possible combinations in Eq. (??). The de-
tailed analysis yields a maximum set of 16 linearly inde-
pendent elements which carry two powers of the photon
momenta; they can be chosen as





Eµα,βν
+ (p, p)

Fµα,βν
+ (p, p)

Gµα,βν
± (p, p)



× ραβ1...4(p) . (137)

There are 40 further cubic elements

{
Fµα,βν
± (p, Q)

Gµα,βν
± (p, Q)

}
× ραβ1...6(p),

{
Fµα,βν
± (p, Q′)

Gµα,βν
± (p, Q′)

}
× ραβ3...6(p)

(138)

and 16 that come with four powers of Q, Q′:

Fµα,βν
+ (Q′, Q) ραβ1...8(p),

Gµα,βν
± (Q, Q) ραβ3...6(p).

(139)

Note that five spin-independent combinations are encap-
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with the scalar functions Hi defined in (125), and for the
elements i = 2, 4, 5, 6 we have

Γ̃µν
i=2,4,5,6 = Hµ

i τν
i (p, Q) + H ′

i
ν
τµ
i (p,−Q′)

− 1
4

[
Hµ

i τν
i (−Q′, Q) + H ′

i
ν
τµ
i (Q,−Q′)

]

+ 2kα [Hi τ
νµα
i (Q) + H ′

i τµνα
i (−Q′)] .

(132)

The full result for the WTI-preserving fermion-
Compton vertex is therefore the sum of Eq. (111), which
is completely fixed by the dressed fermion propagator,

plus the eight Γ̃µν
i that contribute to Γ̃µν

T in Eq.(120).
These are fixed by the transverse part of the fermion-
photon vertex.

D. Fully transverse part of the Compton vertex

Having determined the WTI-preserving part of the
fermion-Compton vertex, the remainder in the represen-
tation (??) is transverse with respect to Q′µ or Qν . In the
case of the nucleon, this is actually the only part of the
full Compton amplitude Jµν — with Born terms included
— that survives since the r.h.s. of the onshell Compton
WTI vanishes: the nucleon’s Compton amplitude is fully
transverse and must vanish at Q = 0, Q′ = 0.

In order to determine nucleon polarizabilities we would
ideally have to find an analogue to Eq. (??): from
Sec. (??) we know that there are 9 × 8 = 72 indepen-
dent transverse basis elements in the general case and
9 × 2 = 18 transverse basis elements on the mass shell.
Ideally we would like to classify them according to the
same principles as in the one-photon case: they should be
symmetric (or antisymmetric) under charge-conjugation
and Bose exchange; free of kinematic singularities in any
of the limits u, u′, w → 0 and u, u′ → ±w so that the
dressing functions are regular in those limits.

Such bases have been constructed in the literature [2,
3, 5, 6] but it would be nice to find a simple and sys-
tematic construction principle. One can generalize the
construction of Eqs (??–??) to the Compton case. To
that end we start from the ten combinations that are
independent of the photon momenta:

ραβ1 = δαβ

ραβ2 = δαβ /p

ραβ3 =
[
γα, γβ

]

ραβ4 =
[
γα, γβ , /p

]

ραβ5 = pαγβ + γαpβ

ραβ6 =
[
pαγβ + γαpβ , /p

]

ραβ7 = pαγβ − γαpβ

ραβ8 =
[
pαγβ − γαpβ , /p

]

ραβ9 = pαpβ

ραβ10 = pαpβ /p

(133)

In the fourth row we have used the traceless and anti-
symmetric combination

[A, B, C] := [A, B] C + [B, C] A + [C, A] B . (134)

The transverse Compton vertex can be reconstructed
from the ρi by contracting with suitable tensor structures
that are transverse with respect to Q′µ and Qν and free of
kinematic singularities. The ρi have manifest Bose- and
charge-conjugation symmetry properties, and we want
to retain this feature for the projection operators. The
possible generalizations of Eq. (116) from the one-photon
case to the two-photon vertex are given by

Eµα,βν
± (a, b) :=

1

2

(
εµαQ′a εβνbQ ± εµαQ′b′ εβνa′Q

)
,

Fµα,βν
± (a, b) :=

1

2

(
tµαQ′a tβνbQ ± tµαQ′b′ tβνa′Q

)
,

Gµα,βν
± (a, b) :=

1

2

(
εµαQ′a tβνbQ ± tµαQ′b′ εβνa′Q

)
,

(135)

where aµ, bµ ∈ {pµ, Qµ, Q′µ}, and primed quantities are
obtained from photon crossing Q ↔ −Q′. These tensors
are free of kinematic singularities, symmetric or antisym-
metric under Bose or charge conjugation, and linear in all
momenta Q, Q′, a and b. The transverse basis elements
of the Compton vertex are then contained in the set

Eµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) ,

Fµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) ,

Gµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) .

(136)

Since there are only 72 independent transverse ele-
ments, it is clear that there will be linear dependencies
between the possible combinations in Eq. (??). The de-
tailed analysis yields a maximum set of 16 linearly inde-
pendent elements which carry two powers of the photon
momenta; they can be chosen as





Eµα,βν
+ (p, p)

Fµα,βν
+ (p, p)

Gµα,βν
± (p, p)



× ραβ1...4(p) . (137)

There are 40 further cubic elements

{
Fµα,βν
± (p, Q)

Gµα,βν
± (p, Q)

}
× ραβ1...6(p),

{
Fµα,βν
± (p, Q′)

Gµα,βν
± (p, Q′)

}
× ραβ3...6(p)

(138)

and 16 that come with four powers of Q, Q′:

Fµα,βν
+ (Q′, Q) ραβ1...8(p),

Gµα,βν
± (Q, Q) ραβ3...6(p).

(139)

Note that five spin-independent combinations are encap-

16

with the scalar functions Hi defined in (125), and for the
elements i = 2, 4, 5, 6 we have

Γ̃µν
i=2,4,5,6 = Hµ

i τν
i (p, Q) + H ′

i
ν
τµ
i (p,−Q′)

− 1
4

[
Hµ

i τν
i (−Q′, Q) + H ′

i
ν
τµ
i (Q,−Q′)

]

+ 2kα [Hi τ
νµα
i (Q) + H ′

i τµνα
i (−Q′)] .

(132)

The full result for the WTI-preserving fermion-
Compton vertex is therefore the sum of Eq. (111), which
is completely fixed by the dressed fermion propagator,

plus the eight Γ̃µν
i that contribute to Γ̃µν

T in Eq.(120).
These are fixed by the transverse part of the fermion-
photon vertex.

D. Fully transverse part of the Compton vertex

Having determined the WTI-preserving part of the
fermion-Compton vertex, the remainder in the represen-
tation (??) is transverse with respect to Q′µ or Qν . In the
case of the nucleon, this is actually the only part of the
full Compton amplitude Jµν — with Born terms included
— that survives since the r.h.s. of the onshell Compton
WTI vanishes: the nucleon’s Compton amplitude is fully
transverse and must vanish at Q = 0, Q′ = 0.

In order to determine nucleon polarizabilities we would
ideally have to find an analogue to Eq. (??): from
Sec. (??) we know that there are 9 × 8 = 72 indepen-
dent transverse basis elements in the general case and
9 × 2 = 18 transverse basis elements on the mass shell.
Ideally we would like to classify them according to the
same principles as in the one-photon case: they should be
symmetric (or antisymmetric) under charge-conjugation
and Bose exchange; free of kinematic singularities in any
of the limits u, u′, w → 0 and u, u′ → ±w so that the
dressing functions are regular in those limits.

Such bases have been constructed in the literature [2,
3, 5, 6] but it would be nice to find a simple and sys-
tematic construction principle. One can generalize the
construction of Eqs (??–??) to the Compton case. To
that end we start from the ten combinations that are
independent of the photon momenta:

ραβ1 = δαβ

ραβ2 = δαβ /p

ραβ3 =
[
γα, γβ

]

ραβ4 =
[
γα, γβ , /p

]

ραβ5 = pαγβ + γαpβ

ραβ6 =
[
pαγβ + γαpβ , /p

]

ραβ7 = pαγβ − γαpβ

ραβ8 =
[
pαγβ − γαpβ , /p

]

ραβ9 = pαpβ

ραβ10 = pαpβ /p

(133)

In the fourth row we have used the traceless and anti-
symmetric combination

[A, B, C] := [A, B] C + [B, C] A + [C, A] B . (134)

The transverse Compton vertex can be reconstructed
from the ρi by contracting with suitable tensor structures
that are transverse with respect to Q′µ and Qν and free of
kinematic singularities. The ρi have manifest Bose- and
charge-conjugation symmetry properties, and we want
to retain this feature for the projection operators. The
possible generalizations of Eq. (116) from the one-photon
case to the two-photon vertex are given by

Eµα,βν
± (a, b) :=

1

2

(
εµαQ′a εβνbQ ± εµαQ′b′ εβνa′Q

)
,

Fµα,βν
± (a, b) :=

1

2

(
tµαQ′a tβνbQ ± tµαQ′b′ tβνa′Q

)
,

Gµα,βν
± (a, b) :=

1

2

(
εµαQ′a tβνbQ ± tµαQ′b′ εβνa′Q

)
,

(135)

where aµ, bµ ∈ {pµ, Qµ, Q′µ}, and primed quantities are
obtained from photon crossing Q ↔ −Q′. These tensors
are free of kinematic singularities, symmetric or antisym-
metric under Bose or charge conjugation, and linear in all
momenta Q, Q′, a and b. The transverse basis elements
of the Compton vertex are then contained in the set

Eµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) ,

Fµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) ,

Gµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) .

(136)

Since there are only 72 independent transverse ele-
ments, it is clear that there will be linear dependencies
between the possible combinations in Eq. (??). The de-
tailed analysis yields a maximum set of 16 linearly inde-
pendent elements which carry two powers of the photon
momenta; they can be chosen as





Eµα,βν
+ (p, p)

Fµα,βν
+ (p, p)

Gµα,βν
± (p, p)



× ραβ1...4(p) . (137)

There are 40 further cubic elements

{
Fµα,βν
± (p, Q)

Gµα,βν
± (p, Q)

}
× ραβ1...6(p),

{
Fµα,βν
± (p, Q′)

Gµα,βν
± (p, Q′)

}
× ραβ3...6(p)

(138)

and 16 that come with four powers of Q, Q′:

Fµα,βν
+ (Q′, Q) ραβ1...8(p),

Gµα,βν
± (Q, Q) ραβ3...6(p).

(139)

Note that five spin-independent combinations are encap-
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with the scalar functions Hi defined in (125), and for the
elements i = 2, 4, 5, 6 we have

Γ̃µν
i=2,4,5,6 = Hµ

i τν
i (p, Q) + H ′

i
ν
τµ
i (p,−Q′)

− 1
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i
ν
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i (Q,−Q′)

]

+ 2kα [Hi τ
νµα
i (Q) + H ′

i τµνα
i (−Q′)] .

(132)

The full result for the WTI-preserving fermion-
Compton vertex is therefore the sum of Eq. (111), which
is completely fixed by the dressed fermion propagator,

plus the eight Γ̃µν
i that contribute to Γ̃µν

T in Eq.(120).
These are fixed by the transverse part of the fermion-
photon vertex.

D. Fully transverse part of the Compton vertex

Having determined the WTI-preserving part of the
fermion-Compton vertex, the remainder in the represen-
tation (??) is transverse with respect to Q′µ or Qν . In the
case of the nucleon, this is actually the only part of the
full Compton amplitude Jµν — with Born terms included
— that survives since the r.h.s. of the onshell Compton
WTI vanishes: the nucleon’s Compton amplitude is fully
transverse and must vanish at Q = 0, Q′ = 0.

In order to determine nucleon polarizabilities we would
ideally have to find an analogue to Eq. (??): from
Sec. (??) we know that there are 9 × 8 = 72 indepen-
dent transverse basis elements in the general case and
9 × 2 = 18 transverse basis elements on the mass shell.
Ideally we would like to classify them according to the
same principles as in the one-photon case: they should be
symmetric (or antisymmetric) under charge-conjugation
and Bose exchange; free of kinematic singularities in any
of the limits u, u′, w → 0 and u, u′ → ±w so that the
dressing functions are regular in those limits.

Such bases have been constructed in the literature [2,
3, 5, 6] but it would be nice to find a simple and sys-
tematic construction principle. One can generalize the
construction of Eqs (??–??) to the Compton case. To
that end we start from the ten combinations that are
independent of the photon momenta:

ραβ1 = δαβ

ραβ2 = δαβ /p

ραβ3 =
[
γα, γβ

]

ραβ4 =
[
γα, γβ , /p

]

ραβ5 = pαγβ + γαpβ

ραβ6 =
[
pαγβ + γαpβ , /p

]

ραβ7 = pαγβ − γαpβ

ραβ8 =
[
pαγβ − γαpβ , /p

]

ραβ9 = pαpβ

ραβ10 = pαpβ /p

(133)

In the fourth row we have used the traceless and anti-
symmetric combination

[A, B, C] := [A, B] C + [B, C] A + [C, A] B . (134)

The transverse Compton vertex can be reconstructed
from the ρi by contracting with suitable tensor structures
that are transverse with respect to Q′µ and Qν and free of
kinematic singularities. The ρi have manifest Bose- and
charge-conjugation symmetry properties, and we want
to retain this feature for the projection operators. The
possible generalizations of Eq. (116) from the one-photon
case to the two-photon vertex are given by

Eµα,βν
± (a, b) :=

1

2

(
εµαQ′a εβνbQ ± εµαQ′b′ εβνa′Q

)
,

Fµα,βν
± (a, b) :=

1

2

(
tµαQ′a tβνbQ ± tµαQ′b′ tβνa′Q

)
,

Gµα,βν
± (a, b) :=

1

2

(
εµαQ′a tβνbQ ± tµαQ′b′ εβνa′Q

)
,

(135)

where aµ, bµ ∈ {pµ, Qµ, Q′µ}, and primed quantities are
obtained from photon crossing Q ↔ −Q′. These tensors
are free of kinematic singularities, symmetric or antisym-
metric under Bose or charge conjugation, and linear in all
momenta Q, Q′, a and b. The transverse basis elements
of the Compton vertex are then contained in the set

Eµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) ,

Fµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) ,

Gµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) .

(136)

Since there are only 72 independent transverse ele-
ments, it is clear that there will be linear dependencies
between the possible combinations in Eq. (??). The de-
tailed analysis yields a maximum set of 16 linearly inde-
pendent elements which carry two powers of the photon
momenta; they can be chosen as





Eµα,βν
+ (p, p)

Fµα,βν
+ (p, p)

Gµα,βν
± (p, p)



× ραβ1...4(p) . (137)

There are 40 further cubic elements

{
Fµα,βν
± (p, Q)

Gµα,βν
± (p, Q)

}
× ραβ1...6(p),

{
Fµα,βν
± (p, Q′)

Gµα,βν
± (p, Q′)

}
× ραβ3...6(p)

(138)

and 16 that come with four powers of Q, Q′:

Fµα,βν
+ (Q′, Q) ραβ1...8(p),

Gµα,βν
± (Q, Q) ραβ3...6(p).

(139)

Note that five spin-independent combinations are encap-
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with the scalar functions Hi defined in (125), and for the
elements i = 2, 4, 5, 6 we have

Γ̃µν
i=2,4,5,6 = Hµ

i τν
i (p, Q) + H ′

i
ν
τµ
i (p,−Q′)

− 1
4

[
Hµ

i τν
i (−Q′, Q) + H ′

i
ν
τµ
i (Q,−Q′)

]

+ 2kα [Hi τ
νµα
i (Q) + H ′

i τµνα
i (−Q′)] .

(132)

The full result for the WTI-preserving fermion-
Compton vertex is therefore the sum of Eq. (111), which
is completely fixed by the dressed fermion propagator,

plus the eight Γ̃µν
i that contribute to Γ̃µν

T in Eq.(120).
These are fixed by the transverse part of the fermion-
photon vertex.

D. Fully transverse part of the Compton vertex

Having determined the WTI-preserving part of the
fermion-Compton vertex, the remainder in the represen-
tation (??) is transverse with respect to Q′µ or Qν . In the
case of the nucleon, this is actually the only part of the
full Compton amplitude Jµν — with Born terms included
— that survives since the r.h.s. of the onshell Compton
WTI vanishes: the nucleon’s Compton amplitude is fully
transverse and must vanish at Q = 0, Q′ = 0.

In order to determine nucleon polarizabilities we would
ideally have to find an analogue to Eq. (??): from
Sec. (??) we know that there are 9 × 8 = 72 indepen-
dent transverse basis elements in the general case and
9 × 2 = 18 transverse basis elements on the mass shell.
Ideally we would like to classify them according to the
same principles as in the one-photon case: they should be
symmetric (or antisymmetric) under charge-conjugation
and Bose exchange; free of kinematic singularities in any
of the limits u, u′, w → 0 and u, u′ → ±w so that the
dressing functions are regular in those limits.

Such bases have been constructed in the literature [2,
3, 5, 6] but it would be nice to find a simple and sys-
tematic construction principle. One can generalize the
construction of Eqs (??–??) to the Compton case. To
that end we start from the ten combinations that are
independent of the photon momenta:

ραβ1 = δαβ

ραβ2 = δαβ /p

ραβ3 =
[
γα, γβ

]

ραβ4 =
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γα, γβ , /p
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]
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[A, B, C] := [A, B] C + [B, C] A + [C, A] B . (134)

The transverse Compton vertex can be reconstructed
from the ρi by contracting with suitable tensor structures
that are transverse with respect to Q′µ and Qν and free of
kinematic singularities. The ρi have manifest Bose- and
charge-conjugation symmetry properties, and we want
to retain this feature for the projection operators. The
possible generalizations of Eq. (116) from the one-photon
case to the two-photon vertex are given by

Eµα,βν
± (a, b) :=
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(
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where aµ, bµ ∈ {pµ, Qµ, Q′µ}, and primed quantities are
obtained from photon crossing Q ↔ −Q′. These tensors
are free of kinematic singularities, symmetric or antisym-
metric under Bose or charge conjugation, and linear in all
momenta Q, Q′, a and b. The transverse basis elements
of the Compton vertex are then contained in the set

Eµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) ,

Fµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) ,

Gµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) .

(136)

Since there are only 72 independent transverse ele-
ments, it is clear that there will be linear dependencies
between the possible combinations in Eq. (??). The de-
tailed analysis yields a maximum set of 16 linearly inde-
pendent elements which carry two powers of the photon
momenta; they can be chosen as
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+ (p, p)
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+ (p, p)

Gµα,βν
± (p, p)



× ραβ1...4(p) . (137)

There are 40 further cubic elements

{
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× ραβ3...6(p)
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and 16 that come with four powers of Q, Q′:
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+ (Q′, Q) ραβ1...8(p),
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± (Q, Q) ραβ3...6(p).
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Note that five spin-independent combinations are encap-
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with the scalar functions Hi defined in (125), and for the
elements i = 2, 4, 5, 6 we have

Γ̃µν
i=2,4,5,6 = Hµ

i τν
i (p, Q) + H ′

i
ν
τµ
i (p,−Q′)

− 1
4

[
Hµ

i τν
i (−Q′, Q) + H ′

i
ν
τµ
i (Q,−Q′)

]

+ 2kα [Hi τ
νµα
i (Q) + H ′

i τµνα
i (−Q′)] .

(132)

The full result for the WTI-preserving fermion-
Compton vertex is therefore the sum of Eq. (111), which
is completely fixed by the dressed fermion propagator,

plus the eight Γ̃µν
i that contribute to Γ̃µν

T in Eq.(120).
These are fixed by the transverse part of the fermion-
photon vertex.

D. Fully transverse part of the Compton vertex

Having determined the WTI-preserving part of the
fermion-Compton vertex, the remainder in the represen-
tation (??) is transverse with respect to Q′µ or Qν . In the
case of the nucleon, this is actually the only part of the
full Compton amplitude Jµν — with Born terms included
— that survives since the r.h.s. of the onshell Compton
WTI vanishes: the nucleon’s Compton amplitude is fully
transverse and must vanish at Q = 0, Q′ = 0.

In order to determine nucleon polarizabilities we would
ideally have to find an analogue to Eq. (??): from
Sec. (??) we know that there are 9 × 8 = 72 indepen-
dent transverse basis elements in the general case and
9 × 2 = 18 transverse basis elements on the mass shell.
Ideally we would like to classify them according to the
same principles as in the one-photon case: they should be
symmetric (or antisymmetric) under charge-conjugation
and Bose exchange; free of kinematic singularities in any
of the limits u, u′, w → 0 and u, u′ → ±w so that the
dressing functions are regular in those limits.

Such bases have been constructed in the literature [2,
3, 5, 6] but it would be nice to find a simple and sys-
tematic construction principle. One can generalize the
construction of Eqs (??–??) to the Compton case. To
that end we start from the ten combinations that are
independent of the photon momenta:

ραβ1 = δαβ

ραβ2 = δαβ /p

ραβ3 =
[
γα, γβ

]

ραβ4 =
[
γα, γβ , /p

]

ραβ5 = pαγβ + γαpβ

ραβ6 =
[
pαγβ + γαpβ , /p

]

ραβ7 = pαγβ − γαpβ

ραβ8 =
[
pαγβ − γαpβ , /p

]

ραβ9 = pαpβ

ραβ10 = pαpβ /p

(133)

In the fourth row we have used the traceless and anti-
symmetric combination

[A, B, C] := [A, B] C + [B, C] A + [C, A] B . (134)

The transverse Compton vertex can be reconstructed
from the ρi by contracting with suitable tensor structures
that are transverse with respect to Q′µ and Qν and free of
kinematic singularities. The ρi have manifest Bose- and
charge-conjugation symmetry properties, and we want
to retain this feature for the projection operators. The
possible generalizations of Eq. (116) from the one-photon
case to the two-photon vertex are given by

Eµα,βν
± (a, b) :=

1

2

(
εµαQ′a εβνbQ ± εµαQ′b′ εβνa′Q

)
,

Fµα,βν
± (a, b) :=

1

2

(
tµαQ′a tβνbQ ± tµαQ′b′ tβνa′Q

)
,

Gµα,βν
± (a, b) :=

1

2

(
εµαQ′a tβνbQ ± tµαQ′b′ εβνa′Q

)
,

(135)

where aµ, bµ ∈ {pµ, Qµ, Q′µ}, and primed quantities are
obtained from photon crossing Q ↔ −Q′. These tensors
are free of kinematic singularities, symmetric or antisym-
metric under Bose or charge conjugation, and linear in all
momenta Q, Q′, a and b. The transverse basis elements
of the Compton vertex are then contained in the set

Eµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) ,

Fµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) ,

Gµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) .

(136)

Since there are only 72 independent transverse ele-
ments, it is clear that there will be linear dependencies
between the possible combinations in Eq. (??). The de-
tailed analysis yields a maximum set of 16 linearly inde-
pendent elements which carry two powers of the photon
momenta; they can be chosen as





Eµα,βν
+ (p, p)

Fµα,βν
+ (p, p)

Gµα,βν
± (p, p)



× ραβ1...4(p) . (137)

There are 40 further cubic elements

{
Fµα,βν
± (p, Q)

Gµα,βν
± (p, Q)

}
× ραβ1...6(p),

{
Fµα,βν
± (p, Q′)

Gµα,βν
± (p, Q′)

}
× ραβ3...6(p)

(138)

and 16 that come with four powers of Q, Q′:

Fµα,βν
+ (Q′, Q) ραβ1...8(p),

Gµα,βν
± (Q, Q) ραβ3...6(p).

(139)

Note that five spin-independent combinations are encap-
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Since the τµ
i are already transverse in their arguments,

we can simply add both contributions to obtain a Bose-
symmetric solution of both equations (up to fully trans-
verse terms):

−iΓµν
T,i = Hµ

i τν
i (Q) + H ′

i
ν
τµ
i (−Q′). (141)

For the elements i = 4, 5 we obtain similarly

−iΓµν
T,i = Hµ

i τν
i (p, Q) + H ′

i
ν
τµ
i (p,−Q′)

+ Hi τ
νµ
i (Q) + H ′

i τµν
i (−Q′),

(142)

and for the elements i = 2, 6, 7, 8 we have

−iΓµν
T,i = Hµ

i τν
i (p, Q) + H ′

i
ν
τµ
i (p,−Q′)

− 1
4

[
Hµ

i τν
i (−Q′, Q) + H ′

i
ν
τµ
i (Q,−Q′)

]

+ 2kα [Hi τ
νµα
i (Q) + H ′

i τµνα
i (−Q′)] .

(143)

Note that for a scalar Compton vertex only Γµν
T,5 con-

tributes.
The final result for the WTI-preserving 1PI fermion

Compton vertex is the sum of Eq. (126), which is com-
pletely fixed by the dressed fermion propagator, plus the
eight Γµν

T,i that constitute Γµν
T in Eq. (132). The latter are

fixed by the transverse part of the fermion-photon ver-
tex. The full Compton vertex including the Born term is
then given by

Γ̃µν = Γµν
B + Γµν

BC + Γµν
T + Γµν

TT . (144)

The first three terms on the r.h.s. are necessary to sat-
isfy the WTI of Eq. (101). The above construction can
also be useful in view of the nucleon Compton ampli-

tude J̃µν : since the r.h.s. of the WTI vanishes onshell,
Eq. (144) provides a gauge-invariant decomposition into a
fully transverse ’generalized Born part’ Jµν

B + Jµν
BC + Jµν

T
that depends on the (offshell) nucleon propagator and
nucleon-photon vertex, and another fully transverse re-
mainder Jµν

TT which must be determined dynamically.

E. Fully transverse part of the Compton vertex

The remaining part Γµν
TT of the fermion Compton ver-

tex in the representation (144) is transverse with respect
to both Q′µ and Qν . Its structure is of particular impor-
tance for the onshell nucleon Compton amplitude: since
the r.h.s. of the onshell Compton WTI (105) vanishes,

both the full amplitude J̃µν and the residual part Jµν (if
a suitable gauge-invariant Born term is subtracted) are
fully transverse and therefore subject to possible kine-
matic constraints.

We recall from the analysis in Sec. (IV) that there are
9 × 8 = 72 independent transverse basis elements in the
general offshell case and 9 × 2 = 18 transverse basis el-
ements on the mass shell. In order to study real or vir-
tual Compton scattering, we must find the analogue to
Eqs. (89–90). The tensor structures in the resulting basis

should be free of kinematic singularities in the relevant
kinematic limits so that the respective dressing functions
are kinematically independent. For the onshell Compton
scattering amplitude, such a basis has been constructed
by Tarrach [62], with a later modification in Refs. [49, 50].
In the following we attempt to build such a basis from a
systematic point of view.

Construction of the basis. One can generalize the
construction of Eqs. (84–89) to the Compton case in the
following way. We start with the ten basis elements that
are independent of the photon momenta:

ραβ1 = δαβ ,

ραβ3 = 1
2

[
γα, γβ

]
,

ραβ5 = pαγβ + γαpβ ,

ραβ7 = pαγβ − γαpβ ,

ραβ9 = pαpβ ,

ραβ2 = δαβ /p ,

ραβ4 = 1
6

[
γα, γβ , /p

]
,

ραβ6 = 1
2

[
pαγβ + γαpβ , /p

]
,

ραβ8 = 1
2

[
pαγβ − γαpβ , /p

]
,

ραβ10 = pαpβ /p ,

(145)
where the generalized commutator [ · , · , · ] has been de-
fined in Eq. (76). Second, we want to contract them with
all possible tensor structures that are transverse with re-
spect to both photons and free of kinematic singularities.
To this end, we use the definitions from Eq. (84),

tµνab = a · b δµν − bµaν ,

εµνab = γ5 εµναβaαbβ ,
(146)

to define the quantities:

Eµα,βν
± (a, b) := 1

2

(
εµαQ′a′ εβνbQ ± εµαQ′b′ εβνaQ

)
,

Fµα,βν
± (a, b) := 1

2

(
tµαQ′a′ tβνbQ ± tµαQ′b′ tβνaQ

)
,

Gµα,βν
± (a, b) := 1

2

(
εµαQ′a′ tβνbQ ± tµαQ′b′ εβνaQ

)
,

(147)

where aµ, bµ ∈ {pµ, Qµ, Q′µ}, and primed quantities are
obtained from

a = p, Q, Q′ ↔ a′ = p, Q′, Q . (148)

These tensors are symmetric or antisymmetric under
Bose and charge conjugation, transverse with respect to
Q′µ and Qν , linear in all momenta Q, Q′, a and b, and
free of kinematic singularities. They are not all linearly
independent; for example, E−(a, b) and F−(a, b) vanish if
a = b.

In the last step we contract Eq. (147) with the ραβi and
collect the resulting elements in subsets with increasing
powers in the photon momenta, in order to avoid kine-
matic relations between the dressing functions. Since
there are only 72 independent transverse elements, one
will encounter linear dependencies between the possible
combinations

Eµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) ,

Fµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) ,

Gµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) .

(149)

(p, Q,Q΄)
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Compton amplitude at quark level

(b) (c)(a)

cat‘s ears
diagrams

�   crossing symmetry 
�   em. gauge invariance
�   perturbative processes 
     included
�   s, t, u channel poles 
    generated in QCD

GE, Fischer,  PRD 85 (2012)
Baryon’s Compton scattering amplitude, consistent with Faddeev equation:
 

 

In rainbow-ladder (+ crossing & permutation):

χ
)

µν)1−G(−µ1−G G
ν1−G+

ν1−G G
µ1−Gχ= ¯〉H|νJµJ|H〈

all s- and u-channel
nucleon resonances:

Born (handbag) 
diagrams: G = 1 + T

all t-channel
meson poles

, , , . . .

1PI quark
2-photon vertex:
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Compton amplitude at quark level

  

  

’’

’

= + +

(b) (c)(a)

  

  

’’

’

= + +

(b) (c)(a)
‚

Represented by full quark Compton vertex, including Born terms.
Satisfies inhomogeneous BSE:

Solved in rainbow-ladder: 128 tensor structures (72 transverse).
Simplifies dramatically by choice of convenient basis!

Collect all (nonperturbative!) ‘handbag’ diagrams, where photon couples to same quark:
no nucleon resonances, no cat’s ears

 

 

reduces to perturbative handbag at large photon momenta

but also all t-channel poles included!

not electromagnetically gauge invariant, but 
comparable to 1PI ‚structure part‘ at nucleon level?
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Compton amplitude at quark level
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Quark Compton vertex: 
recovers t-channel poles,
e. g. scalar and pion �

Quark Compton vertex and
nucleon Compton amplitude:
residues at pion pole recover
𝜋𝛾𝛾 transition form factor �
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Rainbow-ladder result:  
Maris & Tandy,  PRC 65 (2002)

GE & Fischer,  PRD 87 (2013)
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Fermion Compton vertex

Born WTI WTI-T Transverse

2-photon WTI  ⇒  general offshell fermion Compton vertex can be written as

Quark Compton vertex: all these will contribute to Compton form factors 
( ⇒ polarizabilities, structure functions, GPDs, etc.). Dominant contributions?

TT
µνΓ+T

µνΓ+BC
µνΓ+B

µνΓ=µνΓ 2-photon equivalent of 
Ball-Chiu vertex, fixed 
by quark propagator & 
quark-photon vertex   

no kinematic singularities

not constrained by WTI, 
calculated from BSE

contains t-channel poles

no kinematic singularities

72 elements offshell
(18 elements onshell)

Nucleon Compton scattering Gernot Eichmann

RCS

VCS
VVCS

Scalar
vertex

Short Title for header Gernot Eichmann

RCS
1

s
channel

u
channel

VCS

TCS

'  0

 0

 '

1

'  0

+1

-1

+1-1

VVCS

s=0 u=0

s>0 u>0

Figure 3: Tensor basis for nucleon Compton scattering.

E+(P,P) (++)

F+(P,P) (++)

G+(P,P) (++)

G−(P,P) (−−)

Ẽ+(P,P) (−+)

F̃+(P,P) (−+)

G̃+(P,P) (−−)

G̃−(P,P) (++)

F+(P,Q) (−+)

G+(P,Q) (−+)

F−(P,Q) (+−)

G−(P,Q) (+−)

F+(Q,Q) (++)

F̃+(P,Q) (++)

G̃+(P,Q) (+−)

F̃−(P,Q) (−−)

G̃−(P,Q) (−+)

F̃+(Q,Q) (−+)

Table 1: Transverse, orthonormal tensor basis for the onshell nucleon Compton amplitude, together with the
photon-crossing and charge-conjugation symmetries for each element. The tensor structures Yi correspond
to the dressing functions Fi in Eq. (??) and the structures Yi /s to the functions Gi.

RCS: The same argument in RCS leaves only 8 independent tensor structures, of which 2
are now additionally forbidden by CC invariance (Z=0 in RCS and the antisymmetric dressing
functions must vanish). The remaining six structures can be related to those of Prange [?] or
L’vov [?]. E+(p, p) encodes the magnetic polarizability β and F+(p, p) the electric polarizability
α .

E+(p, p),

Ẽ+(p, p),

F+(p, p),

F̃+(p, p),

G+(p, p),

G̃−(p, p).
(1.12)

Forward VVCS: only four structures survive; the remaining ones are not all zero but are lin-
early dependent.

E+(p, p),

Ẽ+(p, p),

F+(p, p),

F̃+(p, p).
(1.13)

They encode the nucleon structure functions...
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Table 1: 18-dimensional, regular tensor basis for nucleon Compton scattering as defined in Eq. (2.8); we
suppressed the Lorentz indices µν for better readability. To ensure that all dressing functions are even
in the variables Y and Z, the elements with (−+), (−−) or (+−) must be multiplied with (P · Σ) ∼ Y ,
(Σ ·∆) ∼ Z, or (P ·Σ)(Σ ·∆) ∼ Y Z, respectively. The colored boxes show which elements survive in the
various kinematic limits of RCS, VCS and forward VVCS; we also highlighted the five elements that remain
for a scalar Compton vertex.

where primed momenta are obtained from a = P, Q, Q′ ↔ a′ = P, Q′, Q. These tensors are now
symmetric or antisymmetric under photon crossing and charge conjugation, transverse with respect
to Q′µ and Qν , at least linear in both momenta, and free of kinematic singularities. They also have
a simple Dirac structure as they are either proportional to 1 or γ5. We finally define the contractions

E
µν
± (a,b) = Λ f

+E
µα,αν
± (a,b)Λi

+ ,

Ẽ
µν
± (a,b) = Λ f

+E
µα,βν
± (a,b) 1

6

[
γα ,γβ , /P

]
Λi

+ ,
(2.8)

with analogous expressions for F and G, where we have used the totally antisymmetric combination
of three γ−matrices, [A, B, C] := [A, B] C +[B, C] A+[C, A] B.

A complete, linearly independent tensor basis free of kinematic singularities is then given
by the 18 elements in Table 1. Each basis element is symmetric or antisymmetric under pho-
ton crossing and/or charge conjugation which is indicated by the signs in the brackets (the first
sign corresponds to photon crossing and the second to charge conjugation). Since the variable Y
from Eq. (2.5) is proportional to the crossing variable, it switches sign under photon crossing; the
skewness variable Z ∼ τ − τ ′ flips its sign under both operations. By attaching appropriate combi-
nations of Y and Z to the basis elements one ensures that all Lorentz-invariant dressing functions
Fi(t,X ,Y,Z) are even in both Y and Z.

A real photon has only two physical polarizations, so that a contraction with the photon polar-
ization vectors in the limits of VCS (Q′2 = 0) and RCS (Q2 = Q′2 = 0) eliminates certain tensor
structures, or makes them linearly dependent upon each other, due to the prefactors Q2 or Q′2 that
appear in the quantities tµν

QQ and tµν
Q′Q′ of Eq. (2.6). In the forward limit: Qµ = Q′µ , so that several

basis elements vanish or become redundant as well. In addition, the structures that are odd under
charge conjugation disappear in RCS and forward VVCS as they are multiplied with a factor Z = 0.
This leaves 12 independent structures for VCS, six elements for RCS, and four independent ele-
ments in the case of forward VVCS, in agreement with previous analyses. Eµν

+ (P,P) encodes the
magnetic polarizability β and F

µν
+ (P,P) the electric polarizability α . Table 1 also contains the five

spin-independent structures that appear in the Compton amplitude of a scalar particle.
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Table 1: 18-dimensional, regular tensor basis for nucleon Compton scattering as defined in Eq. (2.8); we
suppressed the Lorentz indices µν for better readability. To ensure that all dressing functions are even
in the variables Y and Z, the elements with (−+), (−−) or (+−) must be multiplied with (P · Σ) ∼ Y ,
(Σ ·∆) ∼ Z, or (P ·Σ)(Σ ·∆) ∼ Y Z, respectively. The colored boxes show which elements survive in the
various kinematic limits of RCS, VCS and forward VVCS; we also highlighted the five elements that remain
for a scalar Compton vertex.

where primed momenta are obtained from a = P, Q, Q′ ↔ a′ = P, Q′, Q. These tensors are now
symmetric or antisymmetric under photon crossing and charge conjugation, transverse with respect
to Q′µ and Qν , at least linear in both momenta, and free of kinematic singularities. They also have
a simple Dirac structure as they are either proportional to 1 or γ5. We finally define the contractions

E
µν
± (a,b) = Λ f

+E
µα,αν
± (a,b)Λi

+ ,

Ẽ
µν
± (a,b) = Λ f

+E
µα,βν
± (a,b) 1

6

[
γα ,γβ , /P

]
Λi

+ ,
(2.8)

with analogous expressions for F and G, where we have used the totally antisymmetric combination
of three γ−matrices, [A, B, C] := [A, B] C +[B, C] A+[C, A] B.

A complete, linearly independent tensor basis free of kinematic singularities is then given
by the 18 elements in Table 1. Each basis element is symmetric or antisymmetric under pho-
ton crossing and/or charge conjugation which is indicated by the signs in the brackets (the first
sign corresponds to photon crossing and the second to charge conjugation). Since the variable Y
from Eq. (2.5) is proportional to the crossing variable, it switches sign under photon crossing; the
skewness variable Z ∼ τ − τ ′ flips its sign under both operations. By attaching appropriate combi-
nations of Y and Z to the basis elements one ensures that all Lorentz-invariant dressing functions
Fi(t,X ,Y,Z) are even in both Y and Z.

A real photon has only two physical polarizations, so that a contraction with the photon polar-
ization vectors in the limits of VCS (Q′2 = 0) and RCS (Q2 = Q′2 = 0) eliminates certain tensor
structures, or makes them linearly dependent upon each other, due to the prefactors Q2 or Q′2 that
appear in the quantities tµν

QQ and tµν
Q′Q′ of Eq. (2.6). In the forward limit: Qµ = Q′µ , so that several

basis elements vanish or become redundant as well. In addition, the structures that are odd under
charge conjugation disappear in RCS and forward VVCS as they are multiplied with a factor Z = 0.
This leaves 12 independent structures for VCS, six elements for RCS, and four independent ele-
ments in the case of forward VVCS, in agreement with previous analyses. Eµν

+ (P,P) encodes the
magnetic polarizability β and F

µν
+ (P,P) the electric polarizability α . Table 1 also contains the five

spin-independent structures that appear in the Compton amplitude of a scalar particle.
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for a scalar Compton vertex.

where primed momenta are obtained from a = P, Q, Q′ ↔ a′ = P, Q′, Q. These tensors are now
symmetric or antisymmetric under photon crossing and charge conjugation, transverse with respect
to Q′µ and Qν , at least linear in both momenta, and free of kinematic singularities. They also have
a simple Dirac structure as they are either proportional to 1 or γ5. We finally define the contractions

E
µν
± (a,b) = Λ f

+E
µα,αν
± (a,b)Λi

+ ,

Ẽ
µν
± (a,b) = Λ f

+E
µα,βν
± (a,b) 1

6

[
γα ,γβ , /P

]
Λi

+ ,
(2.8)

with analogous expressions for F and G, where we have used the totally antisymmetric combination
of three γ−matrices, [A, B, C] := [A, B] C +[B, C] A+[C, A] B.

A complete, linearly independent tensor basis free of kinematic singularities is then given
by the 18 elements in Table 1. Each basis element is symmetric or antisymmetric under pho-
ton crossing and/or charge conjugation which is indicated by the signs in the brackets (the first
sign corresponds to photon crossing and the second to charge conjugation). Since the variable Y
from Eq. (2.5) is proportional to the crossing variable, it switches sign under photon crossing; the
skewness variable Z ∼ τ − τ ′ flips its sign under both operations. By attaching appropriate combi-
nations of Y and Z to the basis elements one ensures that all Lorentz-invariant dressing functions
Fi(t,X ,Y,Z) are even in both Y and Z.

A real photon has only two physical polarizations, so that a contraction with the photon polar-
ization vectors in the limits of VCS (Q′2 = 0) and RCS (Q2 = Q′2 = 0) eliminates certain tensor
structures, or makes them linearly dependent upon each other, due to the prefactors Q2 or Q′2 that
appear in the quantities tµν

QQ and tµν
Q′Q′ of Eq. (2.6). In the forward limit: Qµ = Q′µ , so that several

basis elements vanish or become redundant as well. In addition, the structures that are odd under
charge conjugation disappear in RCS and forward VVCS as they are multiplied with a factor Z = 0.
This leaves 12 independent structures for VCS, six elements for RCS, and four independent ele-
ments in the case of forward VVCS, in agreement with previous analyses. Eµν

+ (P,P) encodes the
magnetic polarizability β and F

µν
+ (P,P) the electric polarizability α . Table 1 also contains the five

spin-independent structures that appear in the Compton amplitude of a scalar particle.
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with the scalar functions Hi defined in (125), and for the
elements i = 2, 4, 5, 6 we have

Γ̃µν
i=2,4,5,6 = Hµ

i τν
i (p, Q) + H ′

i
ν
τµ
i (p,−Q′)

− 1
4

[
Hµ

i τν
i (−Q′, Q) + H ′

i
ν
τµ
i (Q,−Q′)

]

+ 2kα [Hi τ
νµα
i (Q) + H ′

i τµνα
i (−Q′)] .

(132)

The full result for the WTI-preserving fermion-
Compton vertex is therefore the sum of Eq. (111), which
is completely fixed by the dressed fermion propagator,

plus the eight Γ̃µν
i that contribute to Γ̃µν

T in Eq.(120).
These are fixed by the transverse part of the fermion-
photon vertex.

D. Fully transverse part of the Compton vertex

Having determined the WTI-preserving part of the
fermion-Compton vertex, the remainder in the represen-
tation (??) is transverse with respect to Q′µ or Qν . In the
case of the nucleon, this is actually the only part of the
full Compton amplitude Jµν — with Born terms included
— that survives since the r.h.s. of the onshell Compton
WTI vanishes: the nucleon’s Compton amplitude is fully
transverse and must vanish at Q = 0, Q′ = 0.

In order to determine nucleon polarizabilities we would
ideally have to find an analogue to Eq. (??): from
Sec. (??) we know that there are 9 × 8 = 72 indepen-
dent transverse basis elements in the general case and
9 × 2 = 18 transverse basis elements on the mass shell.
Ideally we would like to classify them according to the
same principles as in the one-photon case: they should be
symmetric (or antisymmetric) under charge-conjugation
and Bose exchange; free of kinematic singularities in any
of the limits u, u′, w → 0 and u, u′ → ±w so that the
dressing functions are regular in those limits.

Such bases have been constructed in the literature [2,
3, 5, 6] but it would be nice to find a simple and sys-
tematic construction principle. One can generalize the
construction of Eqs (??–??) to the Compton case. To
that end we start from the ten combinations that are
independent of the photon momenta:

ραβ1 = δαβ

ραβ2 = δαβ /p

ραβ3 =
[
γα, γβ

]

ραβ4 =
[
γα, γβ , /p

]

ραβ5 = pαγβ + γαpβ

ραβ6 =
[
pαγβ + γαpβ , /p

]

ραβ7 = pαγβ − γαpβ

ραβ8 =
[
pαγβ − γαpβ , /p

]

ραβ9 = pαpβ

ραβ10 = pαpβ /p

(133)

In the fourth row we have used the traceless and anti-
symmetric combination

[A, B, C] := [A, B] C + [B, C] A + [C, A] B . (134)

The transverse Compton vertex can be reconstructed
from the ρi by contracting with suitable tensor structures
that are transverse with respect to Q′µ and Qν and free of
kinematic singularities. The ρi have manifest Bose- and
charge-conjugation symmetry properties, and we want
to retain this feature for the projection operators. The
possible generalizations of Eq. (116) from the one-photon
case to the two-photon vertex are given by

Eµα,βν
± (a, b) :=

1

2

(
εµαQ′a εβνbQ ± εµαQ′b′ εβνa′Q

)
,

Fµα,βν
± (a, b) :=

1

2

(
tµαQ′a tβνbQ ± tµαQ′b′ tβνa′Q

)
,

Gµα,βν
± (a, b) :=

1

2

(
εµαQ′a tβνbQ ± tµαQ′b′ εβνa′Q

)
,

(135)

where aµ, bµ ∈ {pµ, Qµ, Q′µ}, and primed quantities are
obtained from photon crossing Q ↔ −Q′. These tensors
are free of kinematic singularities, symmetric or antisym-
metric under Bose or charge conjugation, and linear in all
momenta Q, Q′, a and b. The transverse basis elements
of the Compton vertex are then contained in the set

Eµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) ,

Fµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) ,

Gµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) .

(136)

Since there are only 72 independent transverse ele-
ments, it is clear that there will be linear dependencies
between the possible combinations in Eq. (??). The de-
tailed analysis yields a maximum set of 16 linearly inde-
pendent elements which carry two powers of the photon
momenta; they can be chosen as





Eµα,βν
+ (p, p)

Fµα,βν
+ (p, p)

Gµα,βν
± (p, p)



× ραβ1...4(p) . (137)

There are 40 further cubic elements

{
Fµα,βν
± (p, Q)

Gµα,βν
± (p, Q)

}
× ραβ1...6(p),

{
Fµα,βν
± (p, Q′)

Gµα,βν
± (p, Q′)

}
× ραβ3...6(p)

(138)

and 16 that come with four powers of Q, Q′:

Fµα,βν
+ (Q′, Q) ραβ1...8(p),

Gµα,βν
± (Q, Q) ραβ3...6(p).

(139)

Note that five spin-independent combinations are encap-
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case of the nucleon, this is actually the only part of the
full Compton amplitude Jµν — with Born terms included
— that survives since the r.h.s. of the onshell Compton
WTI vanishes: the nucleon’s Compton amplitude is fully
transverse and must vanish at Q = 0, Q′ = 0.

In order to determine nucleon polarizabilities we would
ideally have to find an analogue to Eq. (??): from
Sec. (??) we know that there are 9 × 8 = 72 indepen-
dent transverse basis elements in the general case and
9 × 2 = 18 transverse basis elements on the mass shell.
Ideally we would like to classify them according to the
same principles as in the one-photon case: they should be
symmetric (or antisymmetric) under charge-conjugation
and Bose exchange; free of kinematic singularities in any
of the limits u, u′, w → 0 and u, u′ → ±w so that the
dressing functions are regular in those limits.
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3, 5, 6] but it would be nice to find a simple and sys-
tematic construction principle. One can generalize the
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(133)

In the fourth row we have used the traceless and anti-
symmetric combination

[A, B, C] := [A, B] C + [B, C] A + [C, A] B . (134)

The transverse Compton vertex can be reconstructed
from the ρi by contracting with suitable tensor structures
that are transverse with respect to Q′µ and Qν and free of
kinematic singularities. The ρi have manifest Bose- and
charge-conjugation symmetry properties, and we want
to retain this feature for the projection operators. The
possible generalizations of Eq. (116) from the one-photon
case to the two-photon vertex are given by
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(
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)
,
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where aµ, bµ ∈ {pµ, Qµ, Q′µ}, and primed quantities are
obtained from photon crossing Q ↔ −Q′. These tensors
are free of kinematic singularities, symmetric or antisym-
metric under Bose or charge conjugation, and linear in all
momenta Q, Q′, a and b. The transverse basis elements
of the Compton vertex are then contained in the set

Eµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) ,

Fµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) ,

Gµα,βν
± (a, b) ραβi (p) .

(136)

Since there are only 72 independent transverse ele-
ments, it is clear that there will be linear dependencies
between the possible combinations in Eq. (??). The de-
tailed analysis yields a maximum set of 16 linearly inde-
pendent elements which carry two powers of the photon
momenta; they can be chosen as





Eµα,βν
+ (p, p)

Fµα,βν
+ (p, p)

Gµα,βν
± (p, p)



× ραβ1...4(p) . (137)

There are 40 further cubic elements

{
Fµα,βν
± (p, Q)

Gµα,βν
± (p, Q)

}
× ραβ1...6(p),

{
Fµα,βν
± (p, Q′)

Gµα,βν
± (p, Q′)

}
× ραβ3...6(p)

(138)

and 16 that come with four powers of Q, Q′:

Fµα,βν
+ (Q′, Q) ραβ1...8(p),

Gµα,βν
± (Q, Q) ραβ3...6(p).

(139)

Note that five spin-independent combinations are encap-

    ⇒  Born (handbag)?

    ⇒  WTI, WTI-T (em. gauge invariance) ?

    ⇒  Fully transverse part (t-channel poles) ?

General structure of fermion two-photon vertex (both offshell and onshell) determined.

Onshell amplitude: gauge-invariant separation!
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Summary  

Next:

So far:

Structure analysis of nucleon Compton amplitude & quark Compton vertex

Nonperturbative calculation of handbag part (quark Compton vertex = Born + t-channel),
t-channel pole behavior reproduced.

Extract polarizabilities (subtraction needed to restore gauge invariance)

Two-photon exchange contribution to form factors

GPDs & nucleon PDFs

Study offshell effects at nucleon level

Long term:

Improve truncations (pion cloud, decay channels, quark six-point function)

Access larger phase space (e.g. timelike region in                 )γγ→p̄p
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Polarizabilities
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